YOUNG CENTRAL APPRAISAL
DISTRICT
2021 & 2022 – REAPPRAISAL PLAN
Adopted by the Board of Directors
09/14/2020
This Appraisal Plan is being submitted as a tool to organize the reappraisal process for the Young Central Appraisal
District. This plan attempts to outline the necessary work to complete a phase of reappraisal over the next two years. As we progress
into the actual reappraisal process, we reserve the right to modify the plan as required in order to meet the requirements for this
office as set forth in the Texas Property Tax Code
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INTRODUCTION
Scope of Responsibility:
The Young Central Appraisal District, pursuant to Sec. 6.05 (I) and Section 25.18 of the Texas Property Tax Code, has prepared and
published this reappraisal plan to provide our Board of Directors, taxing jurisdictions, property owners, and the public in general, with
a better understanding of the district's goals, responsibilities and activities. This plan consists many facets, and varying degrees of
complexity regarding the general appraisal process, but consists of a general introduction, and the scope of work planned by the
appraisal district under the guidelines as described therein.

The Young Central Appraisal District (CAD), is an independent political subdivision of the State of Texas, established to appraise all
taxable property within its jurisdiction at current market value, as described within the Texas Property Tax Code. The creation of
appraisal districts was passed with the 66th Legislative Session in 1980, and approved by the voters in the November 1980 general
election. The provisions of the Texas Property Tax Code govern the legal, statutory, and administrative requirements of the appraisal
district, and its operations. A Board of Directors, appointed by the taxing jurisdictions within the boundaries of Young County,
constitutes the district’s governing body. The chief appraiser, appointed by the Board of Directors, is the chief administrator/executive
officer of the appraisal district.

The appraisal district is responsible for the property appraisals, and exemption administration for the jurisdictions or taxing entities
within the county, for the purpose of ad valorem taxation. Each taxing jurisdictions sets their own tax rates, to generate revenue to
support/fund such things as police and fire protection, public schools, road and street maintenance, courts, water and sewer systems,
and other public services. The values set forth by the appraisal district, gives the estimate used to allocate the year's tax burden on the
basis of each property's “taxable” value, after all exemptions and adjustments are accounted for. The District also determines
eligibility for various types of property tax exemptions such as the general homestead exemption, the elderly and disabled, disabled
veterans, charitable or religious organizations, agricultural productivity valuation, etc.

The district is responsible for establishing and maintaining approximately 31,549real, mineral and personal property accounts
covering 931 square miles within Young County.

Except, as otherwise provided by in the Texas Property Tax Code, all taxable property is appraised at its “market value”, as of January
1st each year. Under the tax code, “market value” means, “the price at which a property would transfer for cash or its equivalent
under prevailing market conditions if”:

* exposed for sale in the open market with a reasonable time for the seller to find a purchaser;
* both the seller and the buyer know of all the uses and purposes to which the property is adapted, which it is capable of
being used and of the enforceable restrictions on its use;
* both the seller and buyer seek to maximize their gains and neither is in a position to take advantage of the exigencies of the
other.
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Section 23.01 of the Texas Property Tax Code, Appraisals Generally (b) states; “The market value of property, shall be determined by
the application of generally accepted appraisal methods and techniques. If the Appraisal District determines the appraised value of a
property using mass appraisal standards, the mass appraisal standards must comply with the Uniform of Professional Appraisal
Practice (U.S.P.A.P.). The same similar appraisal methods and techniques shall be used in appraising the same or similar kinds of
property. However, each property shall be appraised based upon the individual characteristics that affect the property’s market value.”

The Texas Property Tax Code defines special appraisal provisions for the valuation of residential homestead property (§23.23)
productivity (§23.41), real property inventory (§23.12), dealer inventory (§23.121, 23.124, 23.1241 and 23.127), nominal (§23.18) or
restricted use properties (§23.83) and allocation of interstate property (§23.03). The owner of real property inventory may elect to
have the inventory appraised at its market value as of September 1st of the year proceeding the tax year to which the appraisal applies
by filing an application with the chief appraiser requesting that the inventory be appraised as of September 1st.

The Texas Property Tax Code, under Sec. 25.18, requires each appraisal office to implement a plan to update appraised values for real
property at least once every three years. The district’s current policy is to conduct a general reappraisal of taxable property every year.
Appraised values are reviewed annually and are subject to change. Business personal properties, mineral, and utility properties are
appraised every year.

The appraised value of real estate is calculated using specific information about each property. Using computer-assisted mass
appraisal programs, and recognized appraisal methods and techniques, we compare that information with the data for similar
properties, and with recent cost and market information. The district follows the standards of the International Association of
Assessing Officers (IAAO) regarding its appraisal practices and procedures, and subscribes to the standards promulgated by the
Appraisal Foundation, known as the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) to the extent they are applicable.

Any reference to a specific work plan contained herein is to be considered tentative for the Appraisal District. The work plan
assumptions are made with the understanding that there are no natural disasters, new legislative requirements, or other factors beyond
local control that will require the appraisal district to reallocate resources necessary to complete the tasks at hand. Additionally, these
work plans are made under the assumption that there will be a sufficient supply of market data, information, and or verifiable market
activity in the district for conducting the reappraisal process.

PERSONNEL RESOURCES
The office of the Chief Appraiser is primarily responsible for overall planning, organizing, staffing, coordinating, and
controlling of district operations. The administration’s function is to plan, organize, direct functions related to human resources,
budget, finance, records management, purchasing, fixed assets, facilities and postal services. The appraisal department is responsible
for the valuation of all real and personal property accounts. The property types appraised include commercial, residential, business
personal, utilities and industrial. The district’s appraisers are subject to the provisions of the Property Taxation Professional
Certification Act, and must be duly registered with the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation. Support functions such as
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records maintenance, information technology, assistance to property owners, appraisal and administrative support, are crucial to the
day to day business operations, as well as within the scope of work outlined in this plan.

PROPERTY TAX CODE REQUIREMENT
Passage of Senate Bill 1652 during the 2005 Regular Legislative Session amended the Texas Property Tax Code to require a written
biennial reappraisal plan. The following details the changes to the Property Tax Code: Section 6.05, Tax Code, is amended by adding
Subsection (I) to read as follows:

(I) To ensure adherence with generally accepted appraisal practices, the Board of directors of an appraisal district shall develop biennially a
written plan for the periodic reappraisal of all property within the boundaries of the district according to the requirements of Section 25.18
and shall hold a public hearing to consider the proposed plan. Not later than the 10th day before the date of the hearing, the secretary of the
board shall deliver to the presiding officer of the governing body of each taxing unit participating in the district a written notice of the date,
time, and place of the hearing. Not later than September 15 of each even numbered year, the board shall complete its hearings, make any
amendments, and by resolution finally approve the plan. Copies of the approved plan shall be distributed to the presiding officer of the
governing body of each taxing unit participating in the district and to the comptroller within 60 days of the approval date.

Tax Code Requirements for Periodic Reappraisal

Subsections (a) and (b), Section 25.18, Tax Code, are amended to read as follows:
(a)

Each appraisal office shall implement the plan for periodic reappraisal of property approved by the board of directors under
Section 6.05 (I).

(b)

The plan shall provide for the following reappraisal activities for all real and personal property in the district at least once every
three years:

THE SEVEN REAPPRAISAL PLAN DETAILS
(1) Identifying properties to be appraised through physical inspections or by other reliable means of identification,
including deeds or other legal documentation, aerial photography, land-based photography, surveys, maps and
property sketches;

The Appraisal District receives listings of all deeds filed in Young County through the Young County Clerk office. Those deeds are
read and abstracted by the deed analyst. Information is recorded in the computer assisted mass appraisal (CAMA) software including
grantor, grantee, date of recording, volume, and page, and the document number, in the County Clerk’s records. Property
identification numbers are assigned to each parcel, that generally will remain with the property for its life.

Business personal property is located by canvassing the county street-by-street, using data sources such as yellow pages, social media
and other online information, local area Chamber of Commerce, DBA listings from the Young County Clerk and other business listing
publications to ensure that all property owners are located. All businesses are mailed a rendition generally around January 1st of each
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year. Owners are required by law to list all business personal property applicable to the business. Failure to render will result in a 10%
penalty for the tax year. A possible 50% penalty is assessed if fraud is involved in a false rendition. Renditions are also required from
utility companies, railroads, and pipelines.

GIS mapping is maintained for location purposes for real property accounts within the county. These maps are stored and accessed
digitally through the base map online, as well as with the Pictometry integration online. In conjunction with appraisal district staff, the
data is updated, and maintained by BIS Consulting for base map data, and Eagleview (Pictometry). The base map is available online
for public use, while Pictometry has limited access, primarily to Young CAD staff.

The Young Central Appraisal District has established 4 regions in the county being referred to as Regions 1, 2, 3 & 4. Tax year
2021 is a reappraisal year for 1/3 of Regions 3 thru 4. Tax year 2022 will be a reappraisal year for 1/3 of Regions 1 thru 2.

Exhibit “A” defines each of the regions projects the year each region will be reappraised.

(2) Identifying and updating relevant characteristics of each property in the appraisal records;

The Texas Property Tax Code, under Sec. 25.18, requires each appraisal office to implement a plan to update relevant characteristics
for each real property at least once every three years. Appraisal values are reviewed annually, and are subject to change. Business
personal properties and utility properties are appraised every year.

Most real estate is physically inspected, and /or inspected via aerial imagery in office every year. Appraisers drive to neighborhoods
within the district and gather data about each home, commercial business, or vacant land as needed. The appraisers inspect property by
noting the condition of the property, changes since the previous inspection, check the measurements of structures (at least two of the
most complicated sides), update photos as needed, and verify the class and features on the account. All information is stored and
updated through the CAMA (computer-assisted mass appraisal) system.

Data stored in the CAMA system includes but is not limited to an exterior sketch of the improvement, which allows the computer
system to calculate square footage for the various areas of the building. Components within the building such as bathrooms, fireplaces,
air conditioning, type of roof, type of exterior, etc. A historical record of photos taken of the property. As well as important notes,
documents, and information regarding the property that has been collected over time.

The appraised value of real estate is calculated using specific information about each property, as well as through our improvement
and land class schedules developed through mass appraisal and market research. Using a CAMA system, and recognized appraisal
methods and techniques, we compare information with the data for similar properties, and with recent cost and market data. The
district follows the standards of the International Association of Assessing Officer (IAAO) regarding it appraisal practices and
procedures and subscribes to the standards promulgated by the Appraisal Foundation known as the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice (USPAP) to the extent they are applicable.
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Sales are routinely validated during the annual re-appraisal process each year. Using information obtained through the MLS (multiple
listing service), sale surveys mailed by the district, listings available online or through other publications, as well as information
obtained through public record from recorded deeds, assists the district in having sound market information. General trends in
supply/demand, employment, interest rates, new construction, cost, and any other information available is useful in developing our
cost and market-based schedules.

The district’s website provides a broad range of information available for public access, including property characteristics, value data,
ownership records and district contact information. The district has a geographic information system (GIS) that maintains maps and
various layers of data and aerial photography also available for public use.

The BPP (business personal property) staff routinely inspects business personal property. The appraiser reviews the quality of
inventory, how dense the stocking is, and collects any essential information about equipment that they see. If their observation is
different than the rendition made by the business, a higher value may be assigned than the rendered amount. The district utilizes a
multitude of market, cost and value information in our effort to be as accurate as possible in determining the appropriate value for
personal property.

Pritchard & Abbott, Inc. Valuation Consultants, appraises the oil and gas properties, utilities, railroads, and pipeline.

(3) Defining market areas in the district;

Pursuant to Sec. 25.18 of the Property Tax Code, the appraisal district has established a reappraisal plan to provide for the reappraisal
of all properties within the district at least once every three years (for more specific instruction, see Exhibit “C” Work Plan). These
proposed reappraisals are subject to market conditions, available resources and any unforeseen events that may alter personnel or
priority.

Annually, appraisers combine similar types of property into “neighborhoods.” Neighborhood analysis involves the examination of
how physical, economic, governmental and social forces and other influences affect property values. The effects of these forces are
also used to identify, classify, and stratify comparable properties into smaller, manageable groups known as neighborhoods.

Market areas within the district include, but are not limited to the following:

1) The City of Graham
A) Improved & Vacant Residential Properties
B) Improved & Vacant Multi-Family Properties
C) Improved & Vacant Commercial/Industrial Properties
D) Improved & Vacant “Exempt” Properties
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2) The City of Olney
A) Improved & Vacant Residential Properties
B) Improved & Vacant Multi-Family Properties
C) Improved & Vacant Commercial/Industrial Properties
D) Improved & Vacant “Exempt” Properties

3) The City of Newcastle
A) Improved & Vacant Residential Properties
B) Improved & Vacant Multi-Family Properties
C) Improved & Vacant Commercial/Industrial Properties
D) Improved & Vacant “Exempt” Properties

4) Lake Graham & Eddleman (On & Off Water Properties)
A) Improved & Vacant Residential Properties
B) Improved & Vacant Multi-Family Properties
C) Improved & Vacant Commercial/Industrial Properties
D) Improved & Vacant “Exempt” Properties

5) Rural Subdivisions (Timber Ridge, Alta Vista, East Park etc.)
A) Improved & Vacant Residential Properties
B) Improved & Vacant Multi-Family Properties
C) Improved & Vacant Commercial/Industrial Properties
D) Improved & Vacant “Exempt” & “Special Use” Properties

6) Rural (including Jean, Loving, South Bend & Eliasville) (County Wide)
A) Improved & Vacant Residential Properties
B) Improved & Vacant Multi-Family Properties
C) Improved & Vacant Commercial/Industrial Properties
D) Improved & Vacant “Exempt” & “Special Use” Properties

(4) Identifying property characteristics that affect property value in each market area, including:

(A)

The location and market area of the property;

(B)

Physical attributes of property, such as size, age, and condition;

(C)

Legal and economic attributes; and

(D)

Easements, covenants, leases, reservations, contracts, declarations, special assessments,
ordinances, or legal restrictions;
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Each parcel of property has detailed information recorded in the CAMA system. For land, the legal description, dimensions, zoning,
size, available utilities, and special characteristics are noted in a form that can be used and compared with other land parcels.

Each improvement shows the sketch and dimensions, a picture of the improvement, the class which indicates original construction
quality, the year of construction of each part of the improvement, the type of roof, the roof covering, the exterior covering of the
improvement, number of baths, fireplaces, air conditioning type, other attributes, and overall condition of the improvement.

(5) Developing an appraisal model that reflects the relationship among the property characteristics affecting value in
each market area and determines the contribution of individual property characteristics;

For areas that have been grouped into neighborhoods, which have improvements that are generally similar in construction, age,
condition, location, and size, analysis of market data forms the basis of evaluation of market activity, including the level of supply and
demand affecting the market area, neighborhood, or school district. Market sales are used to verify accuracy to our land, and
improvement schedules, including additional components that may or may not be currently accounted for. Cost, income and market
approaches to value are the techniques used, where one or more is utilized to validate sales and base schedules.

Base schedules are used for the basis or all improvement and land values, which are derived from market information as well as the
cost approach. For multiple family, and other income producing properties that generally do not fall into “neighborhoods”, the income
approach to value is generally favored, due to limited, or complex market data for sales verification to occur.

Vacant land is grouped into neighborhoods with other parcels that have similar characteristics, school districts, and amenities. Using
these neighborhoods, values are tested through improved as well as vacant sales, and the indicated land schedules are then applied to
all parcels. These values take into consideration location, size, topography, and other characteristics that the market recognizes as
significant.

(6) Applying the conclusions reflected in the model to the characteristics of the properties being appraised

By utilizing sales data for each neighborhood, the appraiser measures accrued depreciation of structures by condition rating. Similar
properties with similar condition are assigned values for land, as well as a per square foot based from our improvement schedules for
that neighborhood. By utilizing the age, quality, condition, construction components, and other variables, the model is developed and
applied to all parcels within the neighborhood. Once the field review is complete, the appraiser conducts a routine valuation review of
all properties. Once the appraiser is satisfied with the level and uniformity of value for each neighborhood within his area of
responsibility, models are developed and the CAMA system applies all the factors and assigns value to each parcel.

(7) Reviewing the appraisal results to determine value.

After completing the process of assigning values to all parcels within a neighborhood using the computer assisted mass appraisal
programs, printouts are run to make comparisons of values per square foot within the neighborhood and comparison of those appraised
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values per square foot with current sales data from the neighborhood. The primary tool used by the appraisers to measure and improve
performance is the ratio study. The district ensures that the appraised values that it produces meet the standards set forth using
generally accepted appraisal practices and techniques.

Overall sales ratios are generated for each neighborhood to allow the appraiser to review general market trends within their area of
responsibility, and to provide an indication of market fluctuation over a specified period of time. A sales ratio is run for each
neighborhood to determine if the values that have been assigned are within required ratios of law (95%-105%). The PC-based ratio
studies are designed to emulate the findings of the state comptroller’s semi-annual property value study for each category of property.

MARKET & COST RECONCILIATION & VALUATION
The replacement cost new of property improvements (RCN) less accrued depreciation (AD) plus land value (LV) equals market value
(MV). As the cost approach separately estimates both the land and building value. Neighborhood analysis of market sales is used to
achieve an acceptable sale ratio or level of appraisal. Market factors are developed from appraisal statistics provided from market
analyses and ratio studies and are used to ensure that estimated values are consistent with the market and to reconcile cost indicators.
The district’s primary approach to the valuation of properties uses a hybrid cost-sales comparison approach. This type of approach
accounts for neighborhood market influences not particularly specified in a purely cost model.

The following equation denotes the hybrid model used:

MV=LV+(RCN-AD)

Whereas, in accordance with the cost approach, the estimated market value (MV) of the property equals the land value (LV) plus
contributory values and uses depreciated replacement cost, which reflect only the supply side of the market, it is expected that
adjustments to the cost values may be needed to bring the level of appraisal to an acceptable standard as indicated by market sales.
Thus, demand side economic factors and influences may be observed and considered.

The market, or location adjustments, may be abstracted and applied uniformly within neighborhoods to account for location variances
between market areas or across a jurisdiction. Whereas, in accordance with the Market Approach, the estimated market value (MV) of
the property equals the basic unit of property, under comparison, times the market price range per unit for sales of comparable
property. For residential property, the unit of comparison is typically the price per square foot of living area or the price indicated for
the improvement contribution. This analysis for the hybrid model is based on both the cost and market approaches as a correlation of
indications of property valuation.

A significant unknown for these two indications of value is determined to be the rate of change for the improvement contribution to
total property value. The measure of change for this property component can best be reflected and based in the annualized accrued
depreciation rate. This cost related factor is most appropriately measured by sales of similar property. The market approach, when
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improvements are abstracted from the sale price, indicated the depreciated value of the improvement component, in effect, measuring
changes in accrued depreciation, and cost factor.

The level of improvement contribution to the property is measured by abstraction of comparable market sales, which is the property
sale price less land value. The primary unknown for the cost approach is to accurately measure accrued depreciation affecting the
amount of loss attributed to the improvements as age increases and condition changes. This evaluation of cost results in the
depreciated value of the improvement component based on age and condition. The evaluation of this market and cost information is
the basis of reconciliation and indication of property valuation under this hybrid model.

When the appraiser reviews a neighborhood, the appraiser reviews and evaluates a ratio study that compares recent sales prices of
properties, appropriately adjusted for the effects of time, within a delineated neighborhood, with the value of the properties’ based on
the estimated depreciated replacement cost of improvements plus land value. The calculated ratio derived from the sum of the sold
properties’ estimated value divided by the sum of the time adjusted sales process indicates the neighborhood level of appraisal based
on sold properties. The ratio is compared to the acceptable appraisal ratio, 95% to 105%, to determine the level of appraisal for each
neighborhood. If the level of appraisal for the neighborhood is outside the acceptable range of ratios, adjustments to the neighborhood
are made.

If reappraisal of the neighborhood is indicated, the appraiser analyzes available market sales, appropriately adjusted for the apparent
effects of time, by market abstraction of property components. This abstraction of property components allows the appraiser to focus
on the rate of change for the improvements contribution to the property by providing a basis for calculating accrued depreciation
attributed to the improvement component.

This impact on value is usually the most significant factor affecting property value and the most important unknown to determine by
market analysis. Abstraction of the improvement component from the adjusted sale price for a property indicated the effect of overall
market suggested influences and factors on the price of improvements that were a part of this property, recently sold. Comparing this
indicated price or value allocation for the improvement with the estimated replacement cost new of the improvement indicated any
loss in value due to accrued forms of physical, functional, or economic obsolescence.

This is a market driven measure of accrued depreciation and results in a true and relevant measure of improvements marketability,
particularly when based on multiple sales that indicate the trending of the rate of change over certain classes of improvements within
certain neighborhoods. Based on this market analysis, the appraiser estimated the annual rate of depreciation for given improvement
descriptions considering age and observed condition. Once estimated, the appraiser recalculates the improvement value of all property
within the sale sample to consider and review the effects on the neighborhood sale ratio.

After an acceptable level of appraisal is achieved within the sale sample, the entire neighborhood of property is recalculated utilizing
the indicated depreciation rates taken from market sales. This depreciation factor is the basis for trending all improvement values and
when combined with any other site improvements and land value, brings the estimated property value through the cost approach closer
to actual market prices as evidenced by recent sale process available within a given neighborhood.
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Therefore, based on analysis of recent sales located within a given neighborhood, estimated property values will reflect the market
influences and conditions only for the specified neighborhood, thus producing more representative and supportable values. The
estimated property values calculated for each updated neighborhood are based on market indicated factors applied uniformly to all
properties within a neighborhood.

Finally, with all the market-trend factors applied, a final ratio study is generated that compares recent sale prices with the proposed
appraised values for these sold properties. From this set of ratio studies, the appraiser judges the appraisal level and uniformity in both
updated and non-updated neighborhoods and verifies appraised values against overall trends as exhibited by the local market, and
finally, for each school district as a whole.

The CAMA system begins with the cost approach to value to estimate original cost of each improvement. All residential parcels in
the district are valued with a replacement cost estimated from identical cost schedules based on the improvement classification system
using a comparative unit method. These cost estimates are compared with sales of new improvements and evaluated from year to year
and indexed to reflect the local residential building and labor market. Costs may also be indexed for neighborhood factors and
influences that affect the total replacement cost of the improvements in a smaller market area based on evidence taken from a sample
of market sales. The cost schedules are reviewed regularly as a result of state legislation requiring that the appraisal district cost
schedules be within a range of plus or minus 10% from nationally recognized cost schedules.

A review of the residential cost schedule is performed annually. As part of this review and evaluation process of the estimated
replacement cost, newly constructed sold properties representing various levels of quality of construction in the district are considered.
By utilizing the cost system, properties are equalized as to their original costs. The property data characteristics of these properties are
verified and photographs are taken of the samples. Components measured in the cost include the size of the structure, number of
bathrooms, type of roof structure, roof covering, exterior covering, special features such as fireplaces, pools, and other special
amenities. The market sales are studied for improvement contributions in each neighborhood and adjustments to cost are applied to
each neighborhood in the form of all types of depreciation. Finally, each structure is rated as to its current condition. Ratings range
from poor to excellent. Sales are also categorized using the same condition rating system so that sales comparisons will be made to
properties of like construction and condition.

This same concept is used in commercial properties as well as business personal property, with the cost basis being established by
nationally recognized resources, such as Marshall & Swift guides, NADA, etc.

Utilities, railroads, pipelines, oil and gas, values are set by Pritchard & Abbott, Inc.

STAFF EDUCATION AND TRAINING
All personnel that are performing appraisal work are registered with the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation (TDLR) and
are required to complete all necessary courses to achieve the status of Registered Professional Appraiser within five years of
employment. After they are awarded their license, they must maintain the required hours for continuing education every two years.
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Additionally, all appraisal personnel receive training in the appraisal processes, including fieldwork and statistical analysis of all types
of property to ensure equality, and uniformity of appraisal, for all types of property. New appraisers are introduced to all of the
documentation covering the appraisal manuals, as well as receive on-the-job training. Management introduces new/updated
procedures as needed, routinely meets with all appraisal staff, and monitors appraisal activity to ensure that all personnel are following
appraisal standards, practices, and procedures.

SHARED APPRAISAL DISTRICT BOUNDARIES
Section 6.02 of the Property Tax Code amended during the 2007 Legislative Session states the Appraisal District’s boundaries are the
same as the County’s boundaries effective January 1, 2008.

Due to HB1010, effective 2008 this section no longer applies. However, we continue to share information with adjacent counties,
especially those the district collects overlapping school districts for. The district established procedures whereby ownership and
property data information are routinely exchanged with over-lapping jurisdictional boundaries. These over-lapping jurisdictions enter
into Stephens, Throckmorton, Archer, Jack and Baylor Counties.

INDEPENDENT PERFORMANCE TEST
According to Chapter 5 of the Texas Property Tax Code and Section § 403.302 of the Texas Government Code, the State
Comptroller’s Property Tax Division (PTD) conducts a biennial property value study (PVS) of each Texas school district and each
appraisal district. PTD will conduct the biennial property value studies on approximately half of the appraisal districts, and will
conduct a Methods and Assistance Program (MAP) on the appraisal districts not in a property value study year.

As part of these biennial studies, the PTD will verify sales using recognized auditing, and sampling techniques, as well as review each
appraisal district’s appraisal methods, standards and procedures, to determine whether the district used recognized standards and
practices. This test determines the validity of school district values in each appraisal district, to presume if the appraisal roll values are
within the median level of appraisal, and determine the uniformity of appraisals in each appraisal district.

The methodology used in the property value study includes stratified samples to test a range of properties similar in value and use.
This study utilizes statistical analyses of sold properties, (sale ratio studies) as well appraisals of unsold properties. For appraisal
districts, the reported measures include median level of appraisal, coefficient of dispersion (COD), the percentage of properties within
10% of the median, the percentage of properties within 25% of the median, and price-related differential (PRD) for properties overall
as well as by their State category.

There are 3 independent school districts within the Young Central Appraisal District for which appraisal rolls are annually developed.
The preliminary results of the PVS are released February 1st in the year following the year of assessment. The final results of this
study is certified to the Education Commissioner of the Texas Education Agency (TEA) the following July. This outside (third party)
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ratio study provides additional assistance to the CAD in determining areas of market activity or changing market conditions. The final
MAP report is released in December. Any recommendations will be addressed immediately.

REAPPRAISAL AND NON-REAPPRAISAL YEAR ACTIVITIES
1. Performance Analysis

The equalized values from the previous tax year are analyzed with ratio studies to determine the appraisal accuracy and appraisal
uniformity overall and by market area within the State Comptroller’s property reporting categories. Ratio studies are conducted in
compliance with the current Standard on Ratio Studies of the International Association of Assessing Officers.

2. Analysis of Available Resources

The staffing and budget requirements for tax year 2020, as adopted by the board of directors, is attached to this plan for reference. The
existing appraisal practices, which reoccur each year, are identified, budgeted, and monitored to keep these practices current to needs.
Information Systems (IS) support is reviewed with year specific functions identified, and system upgrades scheduled as needed.
Existing GIS, maps and data requirements are also specified for maintenance, project needs, and updates.

The Board of Directors for Young CAD has contracted with Pritchard & Abbott, Inc., to provide the contracted work towards the
appraisal of minerals & utility companies, including the appeals processes for all their contracted properties.

3. Planning and Organization

A calendar of key events with general deadline dates is prepared for each major work area. This calendar identifies all key events for
the appraisal process in general. Production standards for field appraisal activities are calculated and incorporated in the planning and
scheduling process, based on importance, as well as location of assignments. The projected dates incorporated into the calendar may
be adjusted within the overall plan due to unforeseen changes in staffing, budgetary constraints, weather, and/ or reevaluation of the
priorities of the projects within the plan.

4. Mass Appraisal System

Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA) system, is maintained and developed in the PACS Appraisal software by Harris Govern.
All required revisions, mandates, changes, and updates to stay in compliance with laws are incorporated and developed as needed. In
conjunction with the CAMA software, GIS mapping is also maintained, upgraded, and provided as necessary by BIS Consultants.
The district maintains and updates all the data within the mass appraisal system to ensure accuracy of the records.
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5. Data Collection Requirements

Data sources used by the District are continually reviewed and researched. Field and office procedures are reviewed and revised as
needed. Activities scheduled for each tax year include, permits, new construction, demolition, remodeling, re-inspection of
problematic market areas, and re-inspection of the universe of properties on a specific cycle (3 years). On properties that have
transferred ownership, the District will verify the sale price when available, with the individual property characteristics (as of the date
of sale, and after) through field inspection and office research.

6. Pilot study by tax year

New and/or revised mass appraisal models are tested each tax year. Ratio studies, by market area, are conducted and reviewed for any
proposed value changes each tax year. Values in each category are tested for accuracy, and reliability in the market areas.

7. Valuation by tax year

Using market analysis of comparable sales and locally tested cost data, valuation models are specified and calibrated in compliance
with supplemental standards from the International Association of Assessing Officers and the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice. The calculated values are tested for accuracy and uniformity using ratio studies.

8. The Mass Appraisal Report

Each tax year the Property Tax Code required Mass Appraisal Report is prepared and certified by the Chief Appraiser at the
conclusion of the appraisal phase of the ad valorem tax calendar. The Mass Appraisal Report is completed in compliance with
STANDARD RULE 6 – 8 of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. The signed certification by the Chief
Appraisers is compliant with STANDARD RULE 6 – 9 of USPAP. This most recent Mass Appraisal Report is attached to the report
by reference, see exhibit “E”.

9. Value Defense

Evidence to be used by the appraisal district to meet its burden of proof for market value, and equity in both informal meetings and
formal Appraisal Review Board hearings is through the use of sales ratio studies, comparable market grids, comparable equity grids,
and other information as needed. This information is generally produced, and stored within the PACS software. Due to the varying
issues in the appeals process, other forms of evidence not typical to the norm may be requested, or produced as needed to validate, or
disprove depending on the case.
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REVALUATION DECISION
The Young CAD, by policy adopted by the Board of Directors, reappraises all property in the district every year. The reappraisal year
is a complete appraisal of all properties in the district. Due to budget constraints and the number of properties in the district, a physical
inspection on all properties is not possible. Every tax year the district puts priority to sales verification, new construction, and any
problematic areas identified prior to the appraisal cycle.

The District will also physically inspect properties coded for an inspection. Properties are coded for an inspection for many of the
following reasons: remodeled, or demolished properties, properties discovered with errors to the tax roll, property owner requests,
building permits, issues discovered through the appeals process, sales of property, and properties with fire, flood, or other damage.

The District will physically inspect as many properties as time and resources will permit. Our goal is to physically inspect all real
property at least once every three years, with appraisers noting condition of the improvement and looking for changes that might have
occurred to the property since the last inspection. Exterior pictures are taken of improvements as needed.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In each tax year, the previous tax year values are analyzed with ratio studies, to determine appraisal accuracy and uniformity by
market areas, as well as by State property categories. Ratio studies are conducted in compliance with the current Standard on Ratio
Studies from the International Association of Assessing Officers. Mean, median, and weighted mean ratios are calculated for
properties in each category to measure the level of appraisal accuracy.

Sales ratio studies are used to evaluate the District’s mass appraisal performance. These studies not only provide a measure of
performance, but also are an excellent means of improving mass appraisal performance. Outliers, and questionable data is flagged,
reviewed and analyzed. Notes, and all appropriate documents are stored in the CAMA software regarding the sale information, field
inspection review, and all other information that may be needed regarding the property.

Neighborhood or market adjustment factors are developed from statistics provided from ratio studies and are used to ensure that
estimated values are consistent with the market data. Analysis of comparable market sales forms the basis of overall market values,
reflecting the current activity, supply and demand, or other factors affecting market prices for any given market area, neighborhood or
district.

Due to variations in market prices, circumstances and so forth, indicated values and appraisal values can often be outside of the
median level of appraisal. Outliers are characterized from their low, or high ratios. They can result from an erroneous, or
unrepresentative sale price, an error in the appraisal, or a transaction that is truly outside of the typical market range. These outliers
are recorded within the CAMA system, but may be removed from the overall calculations to value to prevent potential errors to the
calculated values.
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ANALYSIS OF AVAILABLE RESOURCES
Staffing and budget requirements are detailed in the appraisal district budget, as adopted by the board of directors. This reappraisal
plan is adjusted to reflect the available staffing in tax year 2021 and the anticipated staffing for tax year 2022. Staffing will impact the
real property re-inspection, personal property reviews, and other portions of the appraisal process that can be accomplished in the
restricted time frame outlined.

The data used by field appraisers includes the existing property characteristic information contained in CAMA (Computer Assisted
Mass Appraisal System) from the PACS Appraisal & Mobile software. The data is printed or digitally available on a property record
card. Other data and software used includes GIS systems & maps, sales data, newspapers, publications, building permits, photos,
property owner correspondence, information obtained online, Ag. Advisory Board, State Comptroller Data, real estate professionals,
fee appraisers, various commercial resources, and actual cost/market information.

The Texas Legislature amended the appraisal review board appeal process by allowing arbitration in addition to filing suit in District
Court with certain limitations. Time and effort required for arbitration cases, or other such additional needs may require additional
resources, and staffing time that my affect current or future planning.

Existing appraisal practices will be continually reviewed from year to year to keep these practices current. In the reappraisal year, real
property appraisal depreciation tables and cost schedule tables are tested against verified sales data to ensure they represent current
market data. The capitalization rates, typically used primarily for commercial property, is updated and reviewed for accuracy from
current market data, market rents if available, industry resources, as well as other sources.

Personal property is analyzed based on renditions, prior year documentation, and inspections. Renditions are mailed out to current and
new business each year. Appraisers will utilize SIC codes to determine consistency for the appraisal of similar businesses. Rendition
laws provide additional information in which to base taxability of business personal properties. Pritchard & Abbott, Inc., is the
contracted for conducting appraisals on industrial and utility properties, with assistance in rendition processing from the district.

Information Technology (IT) is assisted by Harris Govern (PACS software), BIS Consulting, and Pritchard & Abbott. The district
maintains communication with each company, depending on their scope of work, with detailed needs identified, and appropriate
updates scheduled. Computer generated forms, applications, etc. are reviewed for needed revisions, or updates, to be compliant of
legislative changes, or district needs. Existing GIS data, and mapping requirements are specified and updated accordingly.

Changes in legislation involving appraisal districts may occur when the legislature is called into session. These new laws may require
adjustments to the budget, staffing, and programming or procedures. These changes are often made in the middle of an appraisal
cycle, or other important times of the tax year, and can be time consuming, causing additional strain to the appraisal process.
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PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION
A calendar of key events, deadlines, and completion dates is prepared for each part of the appraisal process. Production standards for
field activities are calculated and incorporated in the planning and scheduling process. The projected dates in the calendar may be
adjusted due to unforeseen changes in staffing, budgetary constraints, weather, and or priority of the projects within the plan. General
deadlines within the Texas Property Tax Code are critical, and are to be met when possible.

Meeting the target dates outlined within our plan is very important. Mailing appraisal notices in May and completing the protest
period by the first of August permits the appraisal process for the next year to begin timely. This allows the district to produce a
greater quantity, and accuracy of work for the appraisal year. This also provides ample time for tax rate calculations, and many other
functions to be done in a timely manner. The full appraisal/collections process, to be functioning to the highest capacity, is contingent
on an experienced staff, as well having the proper tools and resources needed to accomplish the goals.

TAX CALENDAR OF KEY EVENTS
The Property Tax Calendar, as provided by the State Comptroller’s office, will be used as the general basis for all deadlines, and key
events. Additional timelines, and dates specific to the district’s goals contained within the re-appraisal are added or highlighted within
the calendar. This shall serve as a guide for the appraisal process, to ensure a timely and organized plan.
SEE EXHIBIT “B” PROPERTY TAX CALENDAR

MASS APPRAISAL SYSTEM
The district CAMA software is the PACS Appraisal and Collections Suite, including the PACS Mobile software via Harris Govern.
The Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA) system is revised, routinely updated, and supported by Harris Govern. All forms,
applications, system generated documentation, and procedures are reviewed, and revised as required and maintained with the CAMA
software. The following details these procedures as it relates the 2021 and 2022 tax years:

The data entry personnel will be responsible for entering all address changes received by the district in the acceptable format. Data
Entry personnel will also be responsible for entering any exemption changes as well as adding new exemptions. The Deed Processing
department will be responsible for entering all name and address changes received through deed transfers. GIS and mapping,
maintained by BIS with support of the district, will be responsible for entering all changes in property lines due to deed transfers, as
well as submitted changes and corrections by district staff. The GIS/Mapping base data is used in conjunction with the Pictometry
GIS Suite for appraisal purposes.

REAL PROPERTY VALUATION

Revisions to cost models, income models, and market models are specified, updated, and tested each tax year.
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Cost schedules are tested with market data (sales), to ensure the appraisal district is compliant with Texas Property Tax Code, Section
23.011. Replacement cost new tables, as well as depreciation tables, are tested for accuracy and uniformity using ratio study tools and
compared with cost data from a recognized industry leader, such as Marshall & Swift.

Land Schedules are updated using current market data (sales) and then tested with ratio study tools. Value modifiers such as
neighborhood codes are developed for property categories in distinct market areas, and tested on a pilot basis with ratio study tools,
before full implementation. A comparison, and analysis of comparable land sales is conducted based on the land characteristics found
to influence the market price in the neighborhood. A computerized land table file stores the land information required to consistently
value individual parcels within neighborhoods given similar land location, and characteristics.

Specific influences are considered, where necessary, depending on neighborhood and/or individual lot/tract characteristics, to adjust
parcels outside the standards for such factors as access, view, shape, size, and topography. The appraisers use abstraction and
allocation methods to insure that estimated land values best reflect the contributory market value of the land to the overall property
value. Current land tables will be modified and refined to reflect consistency by area and refined as the market changes.

Income, expense, and occupancy data is updated in the income models for each market area and cap rate studies are completed using
current sales data when available, and appropriate. The resulting models are tested using ratio study tools.

Ag special use value is calculated according to the Texas Property Tax Code, from information obtained from the Ag Advisory
Board, property owner lease/expense surveys, and other acceptable sources of information as needed.

PERSONAL PROPERTY VALUATION

Business Personal Property (BPP) Renditions are sent out in January of each year. The deadline to return the completed rendition is
April 15th, unless a request for an extension is filed. The BPP appraiser processes renditions as they arrive. The appraiser decides
whether to accept the rendered value, or to use our depreciation schedule based on the reported cost new. The appraiser will research
any notations, and previous year renditions to determine the accuracy of the current rendition. Appraisals, and schedules are updated
using data received from renditions, discovery, and hearing documentation.

Physical inspections, as provided by the Tax Code, are performed to evaluate business inventory, equipment, situs, etc. as needed.
The data is often collected comparing past and current renditions in conjunction with field inspections. DBA listings, local
resources/advertising, online information, newspapers, field discovery, and the other sources often provide the district information
regarding new businesses, personal property, and other useful data regarding personal property valuation. Valuation procedures are
reviewed modified as needed and tested to ensure uniformity, and accuracy.
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NOTICING PROCESS

Notices of Appraised Value- Texas Property Tax Code Section (25.19) appraisal notice forms are reviewed and edited for updates and
changes required by legislation. Updates include the latest copy of Comptrollers Property Taxpayer Remedies, which is available to
the public at the appraisal district, or online. All forms and documents are revised and maintained within the PACS CAMA software,
maintained by Harris Govern. The district will publish in the local newspaper, information about the notices, and general information
regarding the timelines for the appeals process.

HEARING PROCESS

Young CAD currently conducts formal, and informal hearings during the appeals process. All procedures, documentation, required
mailing, policy and procedures concerning the appeals process is revised, updated, and maintained to stay in compliance with the
Property Tax Code. Production of documentation is tested and in compliance with HB 201 information, and is provided to the
taxpayer at least fifteen (15) days prior to the scheduled hearing date.

Informal hearings are meetings between taxpayers, and/or their agent on file with appraisal staff. Informal meetings are typically
scheduled as requested by the property owner with district staff. The appraisal staff will have informal meetings on a first come, first
served basis, on the day of formal hearings, if no informal process has taken place prior. If valuation issues are not agreed upon
during the informal process, the taxpayer may continue the formal appeals process, as outlined in the Taxpayer Rights & Remedies.

DATA COLLECTION REQUIREMENTS
Field and office procedures are reviewed and revised as required for data collection. Activities scheduled for each tax year include
new construction, demolition, remodeling, re-inspection for problematic market areas, and re-inspection and/or revaluation of the
universe of properties. The district describes the appraisal process, and data collection information within the Appraisal Manual and
Field Guide. This manual, outlines property classification methods, examples, policy and procedure necessary for a uniform and
accurate data collection process.

Data collection of real property involves maintaining data characteristics of the property on CAMA software (Computer Assisted
Mass Appraisal). The information contained in the CAMA software includes, site characteristics such as land size, and topography,
improvement data such as square footage of living area, year built, quality of construction, condition, etc. as it pertains to the
individual property overall as needed.

Exterior photographs are taken of all new homes, new photos are taken of previous homes whenever a change in appearance has
occurred, or a significant amount has passed since the last photo on file. Multiple views are often taken, as well as information
regarding interior finish and quality when applicable or warranted. Photographs of the property from online sources, such as sale
listings may also be attached to the property record.
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Field appraisers are required to use the property classification system outlined in the district’s Appraisal Manual, that establishes
uniform procedures for the correct listing of real property. All properties are coded according to their appropriate classification
schedule. The approaches to value are structured, and calibrated based on this system, property type, and characteristics. The field
appraisers are introduced to the property classification references during their initial training, and kept as a guide in the field
inspection of properties thereafter. Periodic training, and reviews of the Appraisal Manual are routinely given to ensure uniform
appraisal methods by all appraisers.

The appraisers are assigned specific areas throughout the district for the appraisal cycle each year. The quality of the data collection is
extremely important in determining market values of taxable property. While work performance standards are established and upheld
for the various field activities, quality, and accuracy of data is emphasized as the goal, and responsibility of each appraiser.

New appraisers are trained in the specifics of data collection and the classification system set forth, along with all the information
within the Appraisal Manual, including recognized “rules” to follow. Experienced appraisers are routinely updated on policy, and
procedures prior to major field projects such as new construction, sales validation, or data review.

A quality assurance process exists through supervisory review of the work being performed by the field appraisers. Quality assurance
supervision is charged with the responsibility of ensuring that appraisers follow listing procedures, identify training issues, and
provide uniform training throughout the field appraisal staff. Spot checks to reviewed accounts may be routinely done, through query
searches of the CAMA software. PACS mobile serves as the primary quality control, through the online management console, and
review process for field work processed through the mobile application.

Data collection for personal property involves maintaining information on CAMA software designed to record, and appraise business
personal property. The type of information contained in the BPP file includes personal property such as business inventory, furniture
and fixtures, machinery and equipment, with details such as cost and location. The field appraiser uses a personal property
classification system during their initial training and as a guide to correctly list all personal property that is taxable. Routine reviews
of property owner rendered values in comparison to district values are done in order to test quality control.

The sources of data collection on individual properties is collected primarily through field inspection, local and online resources, aerial
imagery, and the mass appraisal process. The properties improvements are measured, and classified using a “cost new” schedule. The
appraiser determines the effective age, and condition of all improvements, which is used to calculate the depreciation (loss of value).
Any notes pertaining to the improvements and /or land are made during the inspection and recorded to the property record.

Additional sources of data collection may include questionnaire letters, sales, online resources, newspapers and other publications,
information obtained through the appeals process, as well as property owner correspondence, among many others. A principal source
of data comes from building permits obtained by property owners for new or additional construction projects. The Multiple Listing
Service of the North Texas Real Estate Information Systems is a reliable source of data for both property description and market sales
data. Local & regional contractors, and builders are a source of cost data utilized by the District, as well as industry leading publishers
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of cost and construction cost guides. Renditions for business personal property are confidential, and cannot be used for specific
information, however, data from renditions may be compared, and used to test schedules for their accuracy.

Sale surveys of buyers, and sellers are sent out upon processing deed transactions requesting market information is also valuable data.
Agricultural surveys of farm and ranch property is often used for productivity value calibration, along with information collected via
the Ag Advisory Board. Property owners in general can be a great source of information, for all areas of data collection. As the
district has increased the amount of information available on the internet, property owners have more opportunities to review
information regarding their property, and notify the district of any changes needed.

Accuracy and validity in property descriptions, and the entire data collection process is the ultimate goal, and is stressed through the
appraisal process from year to year. The appraisal methods, procedures, and practices quality, and validity falls solely upon the
accuracy and reliability of data. Activities scheduled for each tax year include inspection of new construction, demolition,
remodeling, re-inspection of problematic market areas, and re-inspection of the universe of properties on a specific cycle (3 years).
This includes office or field verification of sales data.

Appraisers in the field will have a property record card (PRC), either in physical or digital format, that contains specific information
regarding the property being appraised. These cards contain legal descriptions, ownership interests, property use codes, property
addresses, class, age, sketches, adjustment factors, and all information regarding the valuation methods for the structures and land
segments. The PRC should be updated appropriately, and completed through the mobile process, or entered within the CAMA
software accordingly. These basic processes are used for all of the appraisal specific tasks below.

NEW CONSTRUCTION /DEMOLITION

New construction/demolition procedures are identified, and revised as required within the district’s Appraisal Manual and Field
Guide. New construction is identified through many sources, but primarily through general field inspections, and building permits.
For new construction, appraisers measure all structures, and class accordingly. For demolitions, the same sources are used, along with
reports from local government, or other organizations involved in the “demolition”. Appraisers will verify the extent of removal, date
removed, and other information needed for the records to be updated. This annual activity is projected, and entered on the key events
calendar for each tax year.

REMODELING

Market areas with extensive improvement remodeling are identified, verified and field activities scheduled to update property
characteristic data. Remodeling can be difficult to appraise due to varying degrees of construction in and outside of the home. Often,
interior updates have to be estimated to at least some degree, as access inside is limited. Sources of information may be available such
as permits, and construction documentation, that can assist in gauging the scope of the remodel. Listings, and other information
available online is a great resource in discovery for not only the extent of upgrades, and renovation, but the timeline they occurred.
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Appraisers will perform detailed field inspections, and update the property record accordingly. Appraisal schedules are tested with
ratio studies before finalized in the valuation modeling. This process takes into consideration that all remodels, updates and properties
within the ratio studies are accounted for and the data is reliable. This field activity is part of the new construction as well as general
re-checks noted in the calendar.

RE-INSPECTION OF PROBLEMATIC MARKET AREAS

Real property market areas, or neighborhoods, which are organized by the property type category, locations, and/or classification, are
tested for protest volumes; sales ratios; as well as the coefficient of dispersion. Market areas that fail any of these tests are determined
to be problematic. Field reviews are scheduled to verify and/or correct property characteristic data as needed. Additional sales data
may need to be researched, and verified.

In the absence of adequate market data, comparable properties, or areas that have sufficient data to conduct these tests may be used.
Market areas with extensive improvement remodeling are identified, verified and field activities may be scheduled to update property
data as needed. Properties that are restricted, or inaccessible to appraisers due to locked gates, etc. are identified and access requests
may be sent for appointments to be set for an on-site inspection to occur. Aerial imagery may be used as a last resort to estimate these
types of properties for inclusion to the tax roll, etc.

RE-INSPECTION OF THE UNIVERSE OF PROPERTIES

The International Association of Assessing Officers, Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property and Section 25.18 of the Texas
Property Tax Code requires a revaluation of the universe of properties on a cycle of every three years. The re-inspection includes the
measurement of at least two of the most complex sides of each improved property, verifying the accuracy of the existing data. The
field appraiser has a property record card for each property to be inspected, and makes notes of any changes, included but not limited
to any depreciation, remodeling, and additions. The annual re-inspection requirements for tax year 2021 and 2022 are identified by
property type, market area, and is scheduled on the key events calendar designed to meet the requirements of Section 25.18.

FIELD OR OFFICE VERIFICATION OF SALES DATA AND PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS

Sales information is received from various sources. Sales information must be verified to the property characteristic data as of the
date of sale captured. If renovations, demolition, or other changes are made after the sale, the information should be documented to the
property record card, and noted in the sale information. These sales may be required to be moved from the sales ratio study, if the
value captured at the sale is not reflective of the sale. The sales ratio formula is equal to the appraisal value of the property, divided by
the sales price (Appraisal/Sale=Ratio). The sales ratio requires that the property sold must equal the property appraised in order that
statistical analysis results will be valid. The acceptable level of the ratio ranges from 95-105% of appraisal to sale value.
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PILOT STUDY
New and/or revised mass appraisal models are tested on selected market areas. These modeling tests (sales ratio studies), are
conducted each year. The test results are compared with anticipated results, and models not performing satisfactorily are refined, and
retested. The sales comparison model is a computer-generated report within the CAMA software, individual sales studies, and other
methods required to ensure accuracy. This CAMA software also has the capability of selecting comparable sales according to the
property use, quality of construction, location size, condition, and age.

The comparable sales may be selected by the computer, or manually selected by the appraisers. Adjustments are made in dollar
increments, that must be made for tract size, quality of construction, age of the improvements, functional adequacy, size of the
improvements, and for additional items. Inspections of properties are made by their exterior perspective, therefore interior finish, as
well as interior components must often be assumed. All financing for comparable sales is considered typical to the market, unless
otherwise noted in the sale record.

The final estimate of value is a correlation of the comparable sales, after net adjustments have been made to the comparable properties
to equal the subject. This method is a great indication for value, but may only be a reasonable estimate depending upon the accuracy
and reliability of all the subject and comparable information. The procedures used for model specification, and model calibration is
compliant to the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, STANDARD RULE 6.

VALUATION BY TAX YEAR
Valuation by tax year is established using market analysis of comparable sales against locally tested cost data, market area income and
expense data, along with all other sources or reliable information. The valuation models are specified and calibrated in compliance
with the supplemental standards from the International Association of Assessing Officers and the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice. The calculated values are tested for accuracy and uniformity using ratio studies. Performance standards are as
established by the IAAO Standard on Ratio Studies. Property values in all market areas are updated, and revised as needed each
reappraisal year.

RESIDENTIAL REAL PROPERTY

SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE

Residential improved, and vacant sales are collected from a variety of sources and are kept in a sales file that is maintained in the
CAMA. Grouping or clustering sales within the specified neighborhoods and classification of properties utilizes the sales comparison
approach to value. The sales are then tested against the appraised values to indicate a ratio for the neighborhood. A neighborhood is a
grouping of complementary properties, affected equally by the four forces that influence property value: social trends, economic
circumstances, governmental contracts and regulations, and environmental conditions.
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These factors have an impact on the value of properties within this grouping and in turn on properties being appraised. Individual
neighborhood boundaries within the district vary according to market indications, and the type of property being appraised. The
boundaries of these neighborhoods may vary for reasons such as geographical, physical, or political in nature. Residential
neighborhoods usually consist of individual subdivisions, or groups of subdivisions, that contain similar properties located within the
same jurisdictions.

The effect of time as an influence on price is considered by paired sales comparisons, and applied in the ratio study to the sales as
indicated within each neighborhood area. Sales of the same property are considered, and analyzed for any indication of price change
attributed to a time change or influence. Neighborhood sales reports are generated as an analysis tool for the development and
estimation of market price ranges, and property component value estimates.

Abstraction and allocation of property components based on sales of similar property is an important analysis tool to interpret market
sales under the cost, and market approaches to value. These analysis tools help determine, and estimate the effects of change with
regard to price, as indicated by sale prices of similar properties within the current market.

If there are not enough sufficient sales found in an area, then sales from like neighborhoods are used, and necessary adjustments are
made in the form of market modifiers. These modifiers are applied to schedules within the mass appraisal model, and the values for a
given neighborhood.

COST APPROACH TO VALUE

All residential parcels in the district are valued with a replacement cost new schedule based on the improvement classification system
using a comparative unit method. The cost model categorizes, and values property by class (quality and type of construction), age,
and present condition. These cost estimates are compared with sales of new, and existing improvements, and evaluated from year to
year to reflect the local markets.

A review of the residential cost schedule is performed annually. As part of this review, and evaluation process of the estimated
replacement cost, newly constructed sold properties representing various levels of quality of construction in the district are considered.
Depreciation is derived by age/condition, and any additional obsolescence adjustment that may be necessary. The cost schedules are
reviewed regularly as legislation requires that the appraisal district schedules be within a range of plus, or minus 10% from nationally
recognized cost guides.

The land value is then added to the improvement value to indicate a preliminary market value. After cost schedules, depreciation, and
land values are applied; market modifiers may be necessary to adjust the values to actual market conditions. These modifiers may
apply to improvements, land, or both in varying degrees as determined through the analysis unique to each area.
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INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE

The income approach to value is currently not a reliable indicator of value for residential mass appraisal. Data sources for income
producing residential properties are not readily available in the Young County area. For this reason the income approach to value is
not typically used for residential appraisal.

SPECIAL INVENTORY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE

The sales comparison approach to value for special inventory properties is not currently used by the district in a mass appraisal basis,
due to inadequate sales data of these type properties. Sales of special inventory property, developer lots and/or buildings may occur
occasionally, however these sales are not always reported, or consistent, therefore the sales comparison approach is not a reliable
indicator of value in the mass appraisal report.

COST APPROACH TO VALUE

The cost approach to value is not used in the district’s mass appraisal report for a large variety of reasons. Cost of development for
residential, or rural subdivisions, and houses vary greatly due to the multitude of site improvements such as streets, utilities,
subdivision restrictions, quality of construction and location costs. Inventory of lots, and houses may also be located in numerous
different subdivisions, with varying costs, and qualities of construction. Similar issues are found for other types of special inventory
property.

INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE

The income approach to value seems to be the most appropriate valuation method to use in the mass appraisal of residential inventory.
Information obtained from owners, etc. of special use property regarding income and expense is required, which is typically included
from renditions, surveys, or other methods. Income, after expenses, can be applied to a cap rate to estimate value.

MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE

Grouping, or clustering sales within specified neighborhoods, and classification of properties utilizes the sales comparison approach to
value. The sales are then tested against the appraised values to indicate a ratio for the neighborhood. If there are not sufficient sales
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found in an area, then sales from like neighborhoods are found and necessary adjustments are made in the form of market modifiers.
These modifiers are applied to schedules to indicate mass appraisal values for a given neighborhood.

COST APPROACH TO VALUE

All multi-family residential parcels in the district are valued with a replacement cost new schedule based on the improvement
classification system using a comparative unit method. The cost model categorizes, and values property by class (quality and type of
construction), age, and present condition. These cost estimates are compared with sales of new, and existing improvements, and
evaluated from year to year to reflect the local markets.

A review of the cost schedules is performed annually. As part of this review, and evaluation process of the estimated replacement cost,
newly constructed sold properties representing various levels of quality of construction in the district are considered. Depreciation is
derived by age/condition, and any additional obsolescence adjustment that may be necessary. The cost schedules are reviewed
regularly as legislation requires that the appraisal district schedules be within a range of plus, or minus 10% from nationally
recognized cost guides.

The land value is then added to the improvement value to indicate a preliminary market value. After cost schedules, depreciation, and
land values are applied; market modifiers may be necessary to adjust the values to actual market conditions. These modifiers may
apply to improvements, land, or both in varying degrees as determined through the analysis unique to each area.

INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE

The income approach to value can be a reliable indicator of value for multi-family residential properties. Data sources for income
producing multi- family residential properties, when available, is calculated using the income and expenses, applied by the appropriate
cap rate, for comparison to our appraisal values, and schedules. Survey information is routinely mailed out to these properties
regarding income and expense information, which is used internally in the district’s income approach.

COMMERCIAL REAL PROPERTY

SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE

This approach is utilized not only for estimating land values, but also in comparing sales of similarly improved properties to parcels on
the appraisal roll. Data from actual sales of properties, both vacant and improved, is pursued throughout the year in order to obtain
relevant information, which can be used in all aspects of valuation. Sales of similarly improved properties can provide a basis for the
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comparison to the district’s schedules, rates, and multipliers used in the income approach. Market sales are also used in ratio studies,
which afford the appraiser an excellent means of judging the accuracy, and uniformity of the appraised values.

COST APPROACH TO VALUE

When sales information is not readily available, which is typical in the district, cost schedules are used. These schedules are based off
of the Marshall & Swift cost guides, directly connected within the PACS Appraisal software. The replacement cost new schedules are
based off of the property types, using the classification system of a comparative unit method. The cost model categorizes, and values
property by class (quality and type of construction), age, and present condition. These cost estimates are compared with sales of new,
and existing improvements, and evaluated from year to year to reflect the local markets.

A review of the cost schedules is performed annually, as well as updated within the CAMA software via the updates provided by
Marshall & Swift, in conjunction with the PACS software. As part of this review, and evaluation process of the estimated replacement
cost, newly constructed sold properties representing various levels of quality of construction in the district are considered.
Depreciation is derived by age/condition, and any additional obsolescence adjustment that may be necessary. The cost schedules are
reviewed regularly as legislation requires that the appraisal district schedules be within a range of plus, or minus 10% from nationally
recognized cost guides.

The land value is then added to the improvement value to indicate a preliminary market value. After cost schedules, depreciation, and
land values are applied; market modifiers may be necessary to adjust the values to actual market conditions. These modifiers may
apply to improvements, land, or both in varying degrees as determined through the analysis unique to each area.

INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE

The income approach to value is applied to those properties, when sufficient income and expense information is available for
properties which are typically viewed as “income producing”, and for which the income methodology is considered a leading value
indicator. Income approaches to value are standard for hotel/motel properties. The income approach may be used as a comparative
method to the cost or market approach to ensure accuracy, and uniformity of our appraisal methods.

VACANT REAL PROPERTY

SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE

Residential land valuation is conducted through sales analysis. The value of the land component to the property is estimated based on
available market sales for comparable, and competing land under similar usage. A comparison of comparable land sales is conducted
based on land characteristics found to influence the market price of land located within market areas. Vacant land sales are crucial in
developing schedules for varying types of land with regards to location, size, type, use, etc.
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A computerized land schedule stores the land information required to consistently value individual parcels within neighborhoods
given known land characteristics. Specific land influences are considered, where necessary, and depending on neighborhood and
individual lot or tract characteristics, to adjust parcels outside the neighborhood norm for such factors as access, view, shape, size, and
topography.

The appraisers use abstraction, and allocation methods in comparison to similar vacant land sales, to ensure that current land values
best reflect the contributory market value of the land to the overall property value. It should be noted that all land is valued as vacant
and ready for development as to its highest and best use. This process considers physical possible uses, legally permissible uses, as
well as financially feasible uses.

INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE

The income approach to value for unimproved land is not currently used by the District on a mass appraisal basis.

UTILITIES & MINERAL INTERESTS
The plan provides for the annual reappraisal of all utility, railroad and pipeline property under the jurisdiction of the appraisal district.
The district has a professional services contract with Pritchard & Abbott, Inc to appraise these properties. All information pertaining
to the reappraisal of these utility, and mineral interest accounts may be found in the attached reappraisal plan, prepared and submitted
by Pritchard & Abbott. See Exhibit “D” Pritchard & Abbott Biennial Reappraisal Plan for years 2019 & 2020.

SPECIAL VALUATION PROPERTIES

AGRICULTURAL SPECIAL USE

Market value for agricultural property is established using market sales information. The productivity values established under the
agricultural special use property type is derived from the income approach, as set forth in the Texas Property Tax Code. This is a
special valuation process as set forth in the Texas Property Tax Code, regarding income, expenses, and applied by the direct
capitalization method. Income and expense for each category of agricultural use is calculated from lease/expense surveys, Ag
Advisory Boards, as well as a multitude of other sources regarding income and expense for farm and ranch property.
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BUSINESS TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY
Business personal property is classified by the property type using a four-digit numeric code, called Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) codes that were developed by the federal government to describe property. These classifications are used by the district to
classify personal property by business type.
SIC code identification is the cornerstone of the personal property valuation system at the district. All of the personal property analysis
work done in association with the personal property valuation process is SIC code specific. SIC codes are based on observable aspects
of homogeneity and business use. The district uses annual renditions received from property owners, as well as a multitude of other
sources in publication, or online, as well as local market information in establishing value.

Each category is recorded, and valued by the sub types, such as furniture & fixtures, equipment, inventory, etc. based on a cost new as
reported in the rendition, or determined by the appraiser, less depreciation schedule. Vehicles and other property may be valued using
cost guides, or other local market information when the information is deemed more reliable to value. Depreciation schedules are
developed using market, and cost information compared to typical life expectancy for the various types of property.

THE MASS APPRAISAL REPORT
Each tax year the annual Mass Appraisal Report is prepared, and certified by the Chief Appraiser at the conclusion of the appraisal
phase of the ad valorem tax calendar (on or about May 15th). The Mass Appraisal Report is completed in compliance with
STANDARD RULE 6-8 of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. The signed certification by the Chief Appraiser
is compliant with STANDARD RULE 6-9 of USPAP. The most recent Mass Appraisal Report is included for reference. See Exhibit
“E”, 2020 - Mass Appraisal Report.

VALUE DEFENSE
Evidence to be used by the appraisal district, to meet the burden of proof for market value, and equity for both informal, and formal
appraisal review board hearings, is specified and tested. Each appraisal district identifies the evidence to be used in informal and
formal hearings by property type and the steps to be taken to ensure compliance with HB 201. Documentation for each case is stored
within the ARB module of the PACS Appraisal software.

Evidence provided for the hearings, as it relates to specific properties they may consist of, may be comparable sales, subdivision or
area maps providing various property characteristics such as quality, size and value of surrounding properties, or other data specific to
the property in defense of our values. Generally, at the informal hearing, the property owner is provided with the specific information
concerning his/her property, and any additional information they may request. Taxpayers have the option to present their concerns
informally to the district, by phone, mail, e-mail, or in person. If the taxpayer wishes to pursue a dispute further, the district provides
all information necessary for the entire appeals process, procedures, as outlined in the Rights, & Remedies published by the State
Comptroller. All informal, and formal hearing information is recorded and stored in the CAMA system.
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When the taxpayer, and/or agent on file is scheduled for a formal hearing, they receive a certified letter containing the date, time and
location, along with the Appraisal Review Board policies, and procedures pamphlet, as well as a copy of the Property Taxpayer Rights
& Remedies published by the State Comptroller’s Office. If protest-hearing evidence is requested, the appraisal district has 14 days
prior to the protest hearing date to make its evidence regarding value disputes available.

Evidence is generated through multiple formats, including market and equity comp grids, sales information, appraisal cards, or other
information specific to the protest. A copy of the district schedules, along with deprecation tables may also be included. The appraisal
district has the burden of proof for the value of real and personal property, unless otherwise noted within the Texas Property Tax
Code. The taxpayer should present evidence, as they deem necessary, for consideration by the CAD or the ARB.

No confidential income, expense, or other information received from property owners/agents for specific accounts will be released.
The district maintains confidentiality at all costs, but may be subject to the open meetings act, and other such rights of public
information. Renditions, other than that of the subject property, will not be released, or used in a manner that shall identify, or allow
confidential information to be exchanged between individual owners.

The firm of Pritchard & Abbott, Inc. defends the value of the industrial, utility and related personal property located in the district
before the ARB, as is detailed within their attached biennial reappraisal plan.

ARB APPEAL PROCEDURES
After the Appraisal Review Board hears, and determines all timely filed protests, the district mails out the Appraisal Review Board
orders of determined value, containing the Board’s decision. All decision letters will be mailed out by certified mail as outlined in the
Texas Property Tax Code. The property owner has 60 days upon receiving a Board Order to either file suit in District Court, or 45
days to file a request for arbitration. Information on procedures for appealing an Appraisal Review Board order is included in the
certified mail packet, along with a form for the Request for Binding Arbitration.

LIMITING CONDITIONS

The appraised value estimates provided by the district are subject to the following conditions:

The appraisals were prepared exclusively for Ad-valorem tax purposes. The property characteristic data upon which the
appraisals are based is assumed to be correct. Exterior inspections of the property appraised were performed as staff
availability, resources, and time allow. Some interior inspections of properties appraised, were performed at the request of
the property owner, and/or required by the district for clarification purposes to correct property descriptions, etc. as needed.
Validation of sales transactions were attempted through questionnaires to buyer and seller, listing information, field review,
and other methods. In absence of formal confirmation, residential sales data obtained from misc. sources may be considered
reliable if the data is verified through the sales ratio study as within market.
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TREATMENT OF RESIDENCE HOMESTEADS

Beginning in 1998, the State of Texas implemented a constitutional classification scheme concerning the appraisal of residential
property that receives a residence homestead exemption. Under the law, beginning in the second year a property receives a homestead
exemption; increases in the assessed value of that property are “capped.” The value for tax purposes (assessed value) of a qualified
residence homestead will be the LESSER of:



The market value; or



The preceding year’s appraised value;



PLUS, 10 percent for each year since the property was re-appraised;



PLUS, the value of any improvements added since the last re-appraisal.

Assessed values of capped properties must be recalculated annually. If a capped property sells, the cap automatically expires as of
January 1st of the year following sale of the property, and the property is then appraised at its full market value. An analogous
provision applies to new homes. While a developer owns them, unoccupied residences may be partially complete and appraised as
part of an inventory.

This valuation is estimated using the district’s land value, and the percentage of completion for the improvement contribution that is
established from our guides, and/or the developer’s construction costs as a basis of completion, as of the January 1st valuation date.
However, in the year following changes in completion, occupancy, or sale, they are appraised at market value.

CONCLUSION
The Young Central Appraisal districts provides this plan in an effort to inform the public, and taxing jurisdictions of the upcoming
two-year reappraisal cycle, in a clear and transparent manner. While this guide may be general in nature, it is our hope that it provides
some insight to the overall appraisal process, as well as the duties, and responsibilities required each year. We strive to maintain an
environment and office culture based on strong customer service, honesty and integrity. The District aims to utilize all resources
available to provide the best service possible to the public and to the taxing jurisdictions for which we serve. For any additional
information, clarification, etc. not included in this plan, the district is available to provide such information upon request.
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

“I, Luke Robbins, Chief Appraiser for the Young Central Appraisal District, solemnly swear to have made
or caused to be made, a diligent inquiry to ascertain all property in the district, subject to appraisal by me. I
have included in the records, all property of which I am aware, at an appraised value, which to my best
knowledge and belief was determined to be as required by law, on this date of August 7, 2018.”

Luke Robbins, RPA, RTA, CTA, CCA
Young Central Appraisal District - Chief Appraiser
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EXHIBIT “A”

Young County Regional Map
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Young County Index Map
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EXHIBIT “B”

PROPERTY TAX CALENDAR
This calendar shows important property tax deadlines, and key events for appraisal districts, taxing units and property owners. Unless otherwise noted, all sections are
Tax Code citations. Included are key target dates for the general appraisal cycle specific to Young CAD.
Tax Code Section 1.06 provides that "if the last day for the performance of an act is a Saturday, Sunday, or legal state or national holiday, the act is timely if performed
on the next regular business day." The deadlines shown in this calendar reflect dates as they are provided in the law without any adjustment for an extension that might
be applicable.
Guide: General deadline dates as established by the Comptroller are in black, their key events are in green, and the Young CAD dates are in blue.

January 1st



Date that taxable values (except for inventories appraised Sept. 1) and qualification for certain exemptions are determined for the tax year (Secs. 11.42(a),
23.01(a), 23.12(f)).




Date a tax lien attaches to property to secure payments of taxes, penalties and interest that will be imposed for the year (Sec. 32.01(a)).




Date that half of appraisal review board (ARB) members begin two-year terms and that ARB commissioners begin one year terms (Sec. 6.41(d-8)).




Deadline for chief appraisers to notify the Comptroller's office of eligibility to serve as chief appraisers (Sec. 6.05(c)).

Date that members of county appraisal district (CAD) boards of directors begin two-year terms; half the members begin two-year terms if the CAD has
staggered terms (Secs. 6.03(b), 6.034(a)and(e)).
Date by which ARB commissioners, if appointed in the county, are required to return a list of proposed ARB members to the local administrative district
judge (Sec. 6.41(d-7)).
Chief appraiser eligibility notification due.

January 2nd



Date rendition period begins (Sec. 22.23(a)).

January 10th



If a tax bill from the previous year is mailed after this date, the delinquency date is postponed (Sec. 31.04(a)).

January 31st



Deadline for the Comptroller's office to publish the preliminary Property Value Study (PVS) findings, certify findings to the Texas Education Commissioner,
and deliver findings to each school district (Gov't Code Sec. 403.302(g))
NOTE: A qualified school district or property owner may protest preliminary findings by filing a petition with the Comptroller not later than the 40th day
after the date (whether Jan. 31 or an earlier date) on which the Comptroller's findings are certified to the Texas Commissioner of Education (Gov't Code
Sec.403.303(a)).




Last day for chief appraiser to deliver applications for agricultural designation and exemptions requiring annual applications (Secs. 11.44(a)), 23.43(e)).



Last day for homeowners or qualified businesses whose properties were damaged in a disaster within a designated disaster area to pay the first installment
for taxes with Feb. 1 delinquency dates if using installment payment option. Other delinquency dates have different notice and payment deadlines (Sec.
31.032(b)).



Last day for a CAD to give public notice of the capitalization rate to be used in that year to appraise property with low- and moderate-income housing
exemption (Sec. 11.1825(r)).



Certification of preliminary Property Value Study (PVS) results.

Last day for disabled or age 65 or older homeowners or disabled veterans and their surviving spouses qualified for Sec. 11.22 exemptions to provide notice
of intent to pay by installment and pay the first installment of homestead property taxes if the delinquency date is Feb. 1. Other delinquency dates have
different installment notice and payment deadlines. This deadline also applies to partially disabled veterans and their surviving spouses with homesteads
donated from charitable organizations (Sec. 31.031(a-1)).
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January – In General






Appraisal district public information packet release





MAP reviews begin for current calendar year










New construction, permits, demo, are primary field work focus

Appraisal Review Board (ARB) training registration concludes
Methods and Assistance Program (MAP) final reports released for prior calendar year
MAP referrals to the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation of appraisal districts that failed to complete recommendations included in their final
MAP report published two years’ prior
Operations survey sent to chief appraisers
PACS End of Year Process – AG (Agricultural Special Use Value), HS (General Homestead, OV65, etc.), RPI (Real Property Inventory), BPP (Business Personal
Property), & other new owner exemption reset, and appropriate applications mailed to new owners/existing owners.
Field/Office verification of recent sales
Enter all ownership, new subdivisions, re-plats, and sales information to current
Prepare/Submit Electronic Property Transaction Submission (EPTS) to the State.
Begin review of AG, BPP, HS, RPI applications submitted
Begin review of AG, Multi-Family and Self-Storage Income Surveys returned
Send out Mobile Home Park letters for ownership verification, etc.
(Ongoing processes) Work general property re-checks, sales letters, property access requests, deed processing, enter permits/re-checks, update
GIS/Mapping.

February 1st



Last day for motor vehicle, vessel and outboard motors, heavy equipment and manufactured housing dealers to file dealer's inventory declarations (Secs.
23.121(f), 23.124(f), 23.1241(f), 23.127(f)).




Date that taxes imposed the previous year become delinquent if a bill was mailed on or before Jan. 10 of the current year (Secs. 31.02(a), 31.04(a)).



Deadline for chief appraisers in certain counties to provide notice regarding the availability of agreement forms authorizing electronic communication, on or
before this date (or as soon as practicable) Sec. 1.085(h)).




Electronic Property Transaction Submission (EPTS) due.

Rollback tax and interest for change of use of 1-d, 1-d-1, timber, and restricted-use timber land become delinquent if taxing unit delivered a bill to the owner
at least 20 days before this date (Secs. 23.46(c), 23.55(e), 23.76(e), 23.9807(f)).

Application period opens for local governments seeking disabled veterans assistance payments.

February 15th



Last day for tax collector to disburse motor vehicle, vessel and outboard motor, heavy equipment and manufactured housing inventory taxes from escrow
accounts to taxing units (Secs. 23.122(k), 23.1242(j), 23.125(k), 23.128(j)).

February 28th (29th in a leap year)



Last day to request separate appraisal for interest in a cooperative housing corporation (Sec. 23.19(c)).

February – In General








ARB survey summary issued
ARB training begins
Continue new construction, permits, demo, as the primary field work focus
Continue review of AG, BPP, HS, RPI applications submitted
Continue review of AG, Multi-Family and Self-Storage Income Surveys returned
(Ongoing processes) Work general property re-checks, sales letters, property access requests, deed processing, enter permits/re-checks, update
GIS/Mapping.

March 31st



Last day for taxing units' second quarterly payment for the current year CAD budget (Sec. 6.06(e)).
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Last day for property owners to file applications for allocation under Secs. 21.03, 21.031, 21.05 or 21.055. For good cause, chief appraiser shall extend
deadline up to 30 days. Other deadlines apply if the property was not on the appraisal roll in the previous year. (Sec. 21.09(b)).



Last day for disabled or age 65 or older homeowners or disabled veterans and their surviving spouses qualified for Sec. 11.22 exemptions to pay second
installment on taxes with Feb. 1 delinquency dates. Other delinquency dates have different installment payment deadlines. This deadline also applies to
partially disabled veterans and their surviving spouses with homesteads donated from charitable organizations (Sec. 31.031(a) and (a-1)).



Last day for homeowners or qualified businesses whose properties were damaged in a disaster area to pay second installment on taxes with Feb. 1
delinquency dates. Other delinquency dates have different installment payment deadlines (Sec. 31.032(a) and (b)).



Last day for qualified community housing development organizations to file listing of property acquired or sold during the past year with the chief appraiser
(Sec. 11.182(i)).

March – In General











ARB training continues
Operations survey data due
Publication of legal requirements for rendition statements and availability of forms
PVS preliminary results protest deadline (not later than 40 days after certification of preliminary PVS results)
School district tax rates and levies posted
Completion of field work required, and data entry processed into CAMA software
Continue review and data entry of AG, BPP, HS, and RPI applications submitted
Continue review and data entry of AG, Multi-Family and Self-Storage Income Surveys returned
(Ongoing processes) Work general property re-checks, sales letters, property access requests, deed processing, enter permits/re-checks, update
GIS/Mapping.

April 1st



Last day for qualifying local governments to submit completed applications to the Comptroller's office to receive disabled veterans assistance payments for
previous fiscal year (Local Gov't Code Sec. 140.011(e)).



Last day to file rendition statements and property reports for most property types in counties in which one or more taxing units exempt freeport property.
Chief appraiser must extend the deadline to May 1 upon written request (Sec. 22.23(c)).



Last day (or as soon as practicable thereafter) for chief appraiser to mail notices of appraised value for single-family residence homestead properties (Sec.
25.19(a)).



Last day for the chief appraiser to notify the taxing units of the form in which the appraisal roll will be provided to them (Sec. 26.01(a)).
NOTE: The Comptroller and each chief appraiser are required to publicize the legal requirements for filing rendition statements and the availability of the
forms in a manner reasonably designed to notify all property owners of the law (Sec. 22.21). Chief appraisers need to check with their legal counsel to
determine the manner and timing of this notice to meet the legal requirement



Deadline for qualified local governments to file applications seeking disabled veterans assistance payments.

April 15th



Last day to file renditions and property reports on most property types in counties in which no taxing unit exempts freeport property. Chief appraiser must
extend deadline to May 15 upon written request (Sec. 22.23(a) and (b)).





Completion of field work, data entry processed into CAMA software, begin sales ratio studies and reconcile data.
Continue review and data entry of AG, BPP, HS, and RPI applications submitted
Complete review and data entry of AG, Multi-Family and Self-Storage Income Surveys returned, reconcile data to develop schedules for the year

April 30th



Last day for property owners to file these applications or reports with the CAD:
o Some exemption applications (Sec. 11.43(d))*
o Notice to chief appraiser that property is no longer entitled to an exemption not requiring annual application (Sec. 11.43(g));
o Certain applications for special appraisal or notices to chief appraiser that property no longer qualifies for 1-d agricultural land, 1-d-1 agricultural
land, timberland, restricted-use timberland, recreational-park-scenic land and public access airport property (Secs. 23.43(b), 23.54(d) and (h),
23.75(d) and (h), 23.84(b) and (d), 23.94(b) and (d), 23.9804(e) and (i));
o Railroad rolling stock reports (Sec. 24.32(e));
o Requests for separate listing of separately owned land and improvements (Sec. 25.08(c));
o Requests for proportionate taxing of a planned unit development association property (Sec. 25.09(b));
o Requests for separate listing of separately-owned standing timber and land (Sec. 25.10(c));
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o
o

Requests for separate listing of undivided interests (Sec. 25.11(b)); and
Requests for joint taxation of separately owned mineral interests (Sec. 25.12(b)).



Last day for chief appraiser to certify estimate of the taxable value for counties, municipalities, and school districts (counties and municipalities can choose
to waive the estimate) (Sec. 26.01(e) and (f)). A school district with a fiscal year beginning July 1 may use this certified estimate when preparing the notices
of public meetings to adopt the budget and discuss the proposed tax rate (Educ. Code Sec. 44.004(g)-(j)).



Last day to file rendition statements and property reports for property regulated by the Texas Public Utility Commission, Texas Railroad Commission, federal
Surface Transportation Board or the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Chief appraiser may extend deadline 15 days for good cause (Sec. 22.23(d)).






Complete Sales Ratio Studies – finalize all adjustments to schedules as appropriate
Complete Entry for all AG, BPP, HS, and RPI applications received, flag for late penalties were warranted
Complete studies for income producing properties, Ag values, and determine new year schedules where appropriate
Review and correct all errors reported in the CAMA software reports for recalculation errors, homestead, ownership percentage, etc.
*Exemption applications for cemeteries, certain charitable organizations, religious organizations, private schools, nonprofit water supply or wastewater
service corporations and other nonprofit organizations must be filed within one year of acquiring the property (Secs. 11.42(d) and 11.43(d)). Unless birth date
information has been provided to the CAD, persons who become age 65 or qualify as disabled during a tax year must apply for the applicable homestead
exemptions within one year of qualifying (Sec. 11.43(k) and (m)).

April – In General






ARB training continues
Request special district market and taxable values and effective, rollback, M&O and I&S tax rates.
AG Advisory Board – Review & Discuss Pending Ag Values (if needed)
(Ongoing processes) Send sales letters, deed processing, update GIS/Mapping, review and enter sales information, enter permits/re-checks.

May 1st



Last day to file rendition statements and property reports for most property types in counties in which one or more taxing units exempt freeport property, if
an extension was requested in writing. Chief appraiser may extend deadline an additional 15 days for good cause (Sec. 22.23(c)).



Last day (or as soon as practicable thereafter) for chief appraiser to mail notices of appraised value for properties other than single-family residence
homesteads (Sec. 25.19(a)).




Complete Entry for all remaining AG, BPP, HS, and RPI applications received, flag for late penalties were warranted
Mail out first notice for Ag properties that have not returned the January application regarding the pending removal via certified & regular mail (1st notice).

May 1st – 14th




Period to file resolutions with chief appraiser to change CAD finance method (Sec. 6.061(c)).
Prepare notice of appraised value (NOAV) to be sent

May 1st – 15th



Period when chief appraiser must publish notice about taxpayer protest procedures in a local newspaper with general circulation (Sec. 41.70(a) and (b)).
NOTE: Chief appraisers must annually publicize property owner rights and methods to protest to the ARB (Sec. 41.41(b)). Chief appraisers should consult
legal counsel on the manner and timing to fulfill this requirement.

May 2nd



Beginning of time period when taxing units must notify delinquent taxpayers that taxes delinquent on July 1 will incur additional penalty for attorney
collection costs at least 30 days and not more than 60 days before July 1. Period ends on June 1 (Sec. 33.07(d)).

May 15th



Last day to file renditions and property reports for most property types in counties in which no taxing unit exempts freeport property, if an extension was
requested in writing. Chief appraiser may extend deadline an additional 15 days for good cause (Sec. 22.23(b)).





Date (or as soon as practicable thereafter) for chief appraiser to prepare appraisal records and submit to ARB (Secs. 25.01(a), 25.22(a)).
Last day to file most protests with ARB (or by 30th day after notice of appraised value is delivered, whichever is later) (Sec. 41.44(a)(1)).
Review and send late/no file BPP penalty letters
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Review and sent late AG penalty letters

May 19th



Last day for chief appraiser to determine whether a sufficient number of eligible taxing units filed resolutions to change CAD's finance method (Sec.
6.061(d)).

May 24th



Last day for chief appraiser to notify taxing units of change in the CAD's finance method (Sec. 6.061(d)).

May 31st



Last day for taxing units to file challenges with ARB (or within 15 days after the date the appraisal records are submitted to ARB (whichever is later) (Sec.
41.04).



Last day for disabled or age 65 or older homeowners or disabled veterans and their surviving spouses qualified for Sec. 11.22 exemptions to pay third
installment on taxes with Feb. 1 delinquency dates. Other delinquency dates have different installment payment deadlines. This deadline also applies to
partially disabled veterans and their surviving spouses with homesteads donated from charitable organizations (Sec. 31.031(a) and (a-1)).



Last day for homeowners and qualified businesses whose properties were damaged in a disaster area to pay third installment on taxes with Feb. 1
delinquency dates. Other delinquency dates have different installment payment deadlines (Sec. 31.032(a) and (b)).



Last day for a religious organization that has been denied an 11.20 exemption because of its charter to amend the charter and file a new application (or
before the 60th day after the date of notification of the exemption denial, whichever is later) (Sec. 11.421(b)).



Last day for taxing unit to take official action to extend the date by which aircraft parts must be transported outside the state after acquired or imported to
up to 730 days for the aircraft parts to be exempt from taxation as freeport goods for the current and subsequent tax years (Sec. 11.251(l)).

May – In General




ARB training concludes
(Ongoing processes) Send sales letters, property access requests, deed processing, enter permits/re-checks, update GIS/Mapping.

June 1st



Mail notice for Ag properties that have officially been removed for no application returned, via certified & regular mail (2nd notice). Re-notice as necessary
(3rd notice).

June 14th



Last day for chief appraiser to submit proposed budget for next year to CAD board and taxing units (unless taxing units have changed CAD's fiscal year) (Sec.
6.06(a) and (i)).

June 15th



Last day for chief appraisers to accept and approve or deny late-filed freeport exemption applications (Sec. 11.4391(a)).

June 16th



Beginning date that CAD board may pass resolution to change CAD finance method, subject to taxing units' unanimous approval. Period ends before Aug. 15
(Sec. 6.061(a)).

June 30th







Last day to pay second half of split payment for taxes imposed last year (Sec. 31.03(a)).
Last day for taxing units' third quarterly payment for CAD budget for the current year (Sec. 6.06(e)).
Last day to form a taxing unit to levy property taxes for the current year (Sec. 26.12(d)).
Last day for taxing units to adopt local option percentage homestead exemptions (Sec. 11.13(n)).
Last day for a private school that has been denied an 11.21 exemption because of the charter to amend the charter and file a new application (or the 60th
day after the date of notification of the exemption denial, whichever is later) (Sec. 11.422(a)(1)).

June – In General
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Oil and Gas data submission requested
Submit the appraisal records to the Appraisal Review Board
Informal / Formal Appeals Process (Protests)
(Ongoing processes) Send sales letters, deed processing, update GIS/Mapping, review and enter sales information, enter permits/re-checks, field reviews as
needed for protests.

July 1st




Date that delinquent taxes incur total 12 percent penalty (Sec. 33.01(a)).
A taxing unit or CAD may provide that taxes that become delinquent on or after Feb. 1 of a year but not later than May 1 of that year and that remain
delinquent on July 1 of the year in which they become delinquent incur an additional penalty to defray costs of collection, if the unit or CAD or another unit
that collects taxes for the unit has contracted with an attorney to enforce the collection of delinquent taxes (Sec. 33.07(a)).
NOTE: Taxing units and CADs that have imposed the additional penalty for collection costs under Sec. 33.07 may provide for an additional penalty for
attorney collection costs of taxes that become delinquent on or after June 1 under Secs. 26.07(f), 26.15(e), 31.03, 31.031, 31.032, 31.04, or 42.42. The
penalty is incurred on the first day of the first month that begins at least 21 days after the date the collector sends the property owner a notice of
delinquency and penalty (Sec 33.08(a) and (c)).



Last day for review and protests of appraisals of railroad rolling stock values (or as soon as practicable thereafter); once the appraised value is approved, the
chief appraiser certifies to the Comptroller's office the allocated market value (Secs. 24.35(b), 24.36).

July 20th



Date ARB must approve appraisal records, but may not do so if more than 5 percent of total appraised value remains under protest. The board of directors
of a CAD in a county with a population of 1 million or more may postpone the deadline to Aug. 30 or increase the threshold percentage from 5 to 10 percent
of the appraised value of properties not under protest (Sec. 41.12(a)-(c)).

July 25th



Last day for Comptroller's office to certify apportionment of railroad rolling stock value to counties, with supplemental records after that date (Secs. 24.38,
24.40).



Last day for chief appraiser to certify appraisal roll to each taxing unit (Sec. 26.01(a)).

July 26th



Railroad rolling stock values certified

July 31st



Last day for disabled or age 65 or older homeowners or disabled veterans and their surviving spouses qualified for Sec. 11.22 to pay fourth installment on
taxes with Feb. 1 delinquency dates. Other delinquency dates have different installment payment deadlines. This deadline also applies to partially disabled
veterans and their surviving spouses with homesteads donated from charitable organizations (Sec. 31.031(a-1)).



Last day for homeowners and qualified businesses whose properties were damaged in a disaster area to pay fourth installment on taxes with Feb. 1
delinquency dates. Other delinquency dates have different installment payment deadlines (Sec. 31.032(b)).



Last day for property owners to apply for Sept. 1 inventory appraisal for the next year (Sec. 23.12(f)).

July – In General








City, county and special district tax rates and levies posted
Truth-in-taxation website, forms and videos updated
Informal / Formal Appeals Process (Protests)
ARB Approves Records (no later than the 20th)
ARB Certifies the Appraisal Roll (no later than the 25th)
Prepare and submit Electronic Appraisal Roll Submission (EARS), and second submission for EPTS
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(Ongoing processes) Send sales letters, deed processing, update GIS/Mapping, review and enter sales information, enter permits/re-checks, field reviews as
needed for protests.

August 1st



Date taxing unit's assessor submits appraisal roll and date that collector submits collection rate estimate for the current year to the governing body (or soon
after as practical) (Sec. 26.04(b)).



Electronic Appraisal Roll Submission (EARS) due for any appraisal district with fewer than 200,000 taxable parcels but more than 10,000 parcels, excluding
Category G parcels.*




EPTS – Sales Data due.
Oil and Gas data submission due.

August 7th



Date taxing units (other than school districts, small taxing units and water districts) must publicize effective tax and rollback rates, unencumbered fund
balances, debt obligation schedule and other applicable items (or as soon as practical thereafter) (Secs. 26.04(e) and (e)(1), 26.052(b) and Water Code Secs.
49.107(g), 49.108(f)). Cities and counties that provide a property tax rate notice under Local Government Code Section 140.010 are exempt from the notice
and publication requirements of Tax Code Sections 26.04(e), 26.052, and 26.06 (Local Gov't Code Sec. 140.010(c)).

August 14th




Last day for CAD board to pass resolution to change CAD finance method, subject to taxing unit's unanimous consent (Sec. 6.061(a)).
Last day for CAD board to pass resolution to change number of directors, method for appointing, or both, and deliver the resolution to each taxing unit (Sec.
6.031(a)).

August 15th




Deadline for Comptroller's office to certify final PVS findings to Education Commissioner except as provided (Comptroller Rule Sec. 9.4317(d)).
PVS final results certified to Commissioner of Education.

August 30th



Date ARB must approve appraisal records for CADs in counties with populations of 1 million or more where the board of directors has postponed the
deadline from July 20 (Sec. 41.12(c)(1)).

August 31st



If a tax bill is returned undelivered to a taxing unit by the United States Postal Service, a taxing unit must waive penalties and interest if the taxing unit does
not send another tax bill at least 21 days before the delinquency date to the current mailing address furnished by the property owner and the property
owner establishes that a current mailing address was furnished to the CAD for the tax bill before Sept. 1 of the year in which the tax is assessed (Sec.
33.011(b)(1)).




Last day taxing units may file resolutions with the CAD board to oppose proposed change in the CAD finance method (Sec. 6.061(a)).



Deadline to file form with chief appraiser and collector to elect not to be treated as a motor vehicle inventory dealer for the next tax year, if eligible (Sec.
23.121(a)(3)(D)(iii)).

Last day for taxing unit entitled to vote for appointment of CAD directors to file a resolution opposing a change by the CAD board in the number and
selection of directors (Sec. 6.031(a)).

August – In General







Utility Data Report Requested
Finalize the Formal Appeals Process (Protests)
Begin Annual Appraisal Report, Mass Appraisal Reports, and Biennial Reappraisal Plan (even numbered years)
Begin organization, and strategy for the new appraisal cycle
(Ongoing processes) Send sales letters, deed processing, update GIS/Mapping, review and enter sales information, enter permits/re-checks, field reviews as
needed for protests.
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September 1st




Date that taxable value of inventories may be determined at property owner's written option (Sec. 23.12(f)).





EARS due for any appraisal district with fewer than 10,000 or more than 200,000 taxable parcels, excluding Category G parcels.*

Deadline for a county or city to either publish the property tax rate notice in a general circulation newspaper or mail it to each property owner and post the
notice on its website (or 30th day after each applicable appraisal roll is received, whichever is later) (Local Gov't Code Section 140.010(f)(1)).
Presentation/Submission to the Board of Directors for Biennial Reappraisal Plan Adoption, prior to Sept. 15th (even numbered years)
Send surveys for AG lease/expense information, multi-family, and self-storage properties, and other income producing properties as applicable.

September 14th




Last day for CAD board to adopt CAD budget for the next year, unless a district has changed its fiscal year (Sec. 6.06(b) and (i)).



Last day for CAD board to notify taxing units in writing if a proposal to change the number or method of selecting CAD directors is rejected by a voting taxing
unit (Sec. 6.031(a)).

Last day for CAD board to notify taxing units in writing if a proposal to change a finance method by taxing units' unanimous consent has been rejected (Sec.
6.061(a)).

September 15th




Reappraisal plans due in even-numbered years.
Officially begin the reappraisal cycle, and field work for next appraisal year

September 29th



Last day for taxing units to adopt tax rate for the current year, or before the 60th day after the date the certified appraisal roll is received by a taxing unit,
whichever is later. Failure to adopt by these required dates results in a unit adopting the lower of its effective tax rate for this year or last year's tax rate;
unit's governing body must ratify new rate within five days of establishing rate (Sec. 26.05(a) and(c)).

September 30th



Last day for taxing units' fourth quarterly payment for CAD budget for the current year (Sec. 6.06(e)).

September – In General







Utility Data Report due.
Farm and Ranch Survey released.
MAP Preliminary reports released to chief appraisers for current calendar year.
Review improvement, and/or land schedules as needed for appraisal work to begin
(Ongoing processes) Work general property re-checks, sales letters, property access requests, deed processing, enter permits/re-checks, update
GIS/Mapping.

October 1st



Date tax assessor mails tax bills for the year (or soon after as practical) (Sec. 31.01(a)).

October – In General







Adjusted limit on gross receipts published
Farm and Ranch Survey due
MAP review notice and data request for next calendar year sent
Operations survey data posted
(Ongoing processes) Work general property re-checks, sales letters, property access requests, deed processing, enter permits/re-checks, update
GIS/Mapping.

November 1st



Remaining data from appraisal districts due for final MAP reports for the current calendar year
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November 30th



First half of split payment of taxes is due on or before this date (Sec 31.03(a)).

November – In General



(Ongoing processes) Work general property re-checks, sales letters, property access requests, deed processing, enter permits/re-checks, update
GIS/Mapping.

December 1st



Electronic responses to Comptroller’s ARB survey due.

December 1st – 31st



Time when appraisal office may conduct a mail survey to verify homestead exemption eligibility (Sec. 11.47(a)).

December 31st






Last day for taxing units' first quarterly payment for CAD budget for next year (Sec. 6.06(e)).
Last day for taxing units to take official action to tax goods-in-transit for the following tax year (Sec. 11.253(j)).
Biennial property tax report issued in even-numbered years.
Comments and suggestions received by taxpayer liaison officers outside of the Comptroller's ARB survey due.

December – In General










ARB training registration begins
PVS pre-preliminary data release (Corrections requested by appraisal districts or school districts made no later than three weeks after this release.)
New construction, permits, demo, are primary field work focus
Field/Office verification of recent sales
Enter all ownership, new subdivisions, re-plats, and sales information to current
Begin preparing for the End of Year process in January for mass mailings to new and current owners as applicable.
Final ARB Hearing for late file protests, 25.25 corrections, etc. as needed.
(Ongoing processes) Work general property re-checks, sales letters, property access requests, deed processing, enter permits/re-checks, update
GIS/Mapping.
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EXHIBIT “C”
2021-2022 - WORK PLAN

Overview
All vacant & improved properties located within the geographic locations specified below, shall be revaluated for the purpose of
market value, fair/uniform appraisal, or general reappraisal. For the entirety of the Regions 1-4, tasks for various purposes, such as
new construction, permits, sales, or general re-checks are added, and updated on a continual basis.

With the use of the Pictometry, and ChangeFinder software, along with other third-party imagery, our reappraisal efforts may consist
of aerial imagery review, incorporated with onsite field inspections. Total parcel count for the County is currently around 31,549
accounts. This plan, if successful, should divide the total parcel count in half between the two re-appraisal years. Through the use of
sales ratio studies, and other mass appraisal methods, it is the goal for every property to be “reappraised” annually.

2021
City of Graham – Including but not limited to the subdivisions of Alta Vista / Spivey Hill, Oak Hills, Rolling Hills, Airport, Fairway,
Indian Trails, Tanglewood, Dudney Survey, Shawnee, Estes Park, Wright, College Heights and OTG. This entire region is scheduled
for a reappraisal, for all property types, located within the City limits, as recognized through the Pictometry Change Finder project
completed in 2020. This currently contains about 7,400 items. Other reappraisals shall be done as currently scheduled in the next
field inspection que.

City of Newcastle – Including but not limited to the subdivisions of OTN, Williams, and misc. rural abstract properties, etc. that are
located under the Cities jurisdiction. This entire location is scheduled for a complete reappraisal, for all property types, as recognized
through the Pictometry Change Finder project completed in 2020. This currently contains about 823 items. Other reappraisals shall
be done as currently scheduled in the next field inspection que.

City of Olney – Including but not limited to the subdivisions of OTO, Bloodworth, Groves, County Club, Highland Terr, Logan,
Galloway, Fairway, etc. This also includes rural abstract properties, etc. that are located under the Cities jurisdiction. This entire
location is scheduled for a complete reappraisal, for all property types, as recognized through the Pictometry Change Finder project
completed in 2020. This currently contains about 2,880 items. Other reappraisals shall be done as currently scheduled in the next
field inspection que.

Misc. Rural Abstracts & City Properties – Reappraisals will be done on all properties other than those listed above as scheduled
within the reappraisal cycle each year in the scheduled next field inspection que, within the PACS CAMA software monitor as
“Rechecks” etc.

2022
Regions 1-4 – All rural regions outside of the City limits of Graham, Olney and Newcastle as outlined on the Young County Regional
Map in sections 1-4 as recognized through the Pictometry Change Finder project completed in 2020. This currently contains about
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14,911 items. These regions shall be organized further by the Index Map for each appraiser, and assigned as progress occurs through
the year.

Misc. Rural Abstracts & City Properties – Reappraisals will be done on all properties other than those listed above as scheduled
within the reappraisal cycle each year in the scheduled next field inspection que, within the PACS CAMA software monitor as
“Rechecks” etc.
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2020 - MASS APPRAISAL REPORT
INTRODUCTION: The Young Central Appraisal District has prepared and published this report to provide our
citizens and taxpayers with a better understanding of the district's responsibilities and activities. This report has
several parts: a general introduction and then several sections describing the appraisal effort by the appraisal
district.
The Young Central Appraisal District, (CAD) is a political subdivision of the State of Texas. The provisions of
the Texas Property Tax Code govern the legal, statutory, and administrative requirements of the appraisal
district. A board of directors, appointed by the taxing units within the boundaries of Hunt County, constitutes
the district’s governing body.
The chief appraiser, appointed by the board of directors, is the chief administrator and chief executive officer of
the appraisal district. The appraisal district is responsible for local property tax appraisal and exemption
administration for nearly 34 jurisdictions or taxing units in the county. Each taxing unit, such as the county, a
city, school district, municipal utility district, etc., sets its own tax rate to generate revenue to pay for such
things as police and fire protection, public schools, road and street maintenance, courts, water and sewer
systems, and other public services.
Appraisals established by the appraisal district allocate the year's tax burden on the basis of each taxable
property's January 1st market value. We also determine eligibility for various types of property tax exemptions
such as those for homeowners, the elderly, disabled veterans, and charitable and religious organizations.
The Property Tax Code defines special appraisal provisions for the valuation of residential homestead property (Sec.
23.23), productivity (Sec. 23.41), real property inventory (Sec. 23.12), dealer inventory (Sec. 23.121, 23.124, 23.1241 and
23.127), nominal (Sec. 23.18) or restricted use properties (Sec. 23.83) and allocation of interstate property (Sec. 23.03).
The Texas Property Tax Code, under Sec. 25.18, requires each appraisal office to implement a plan to update appraised
values for real property at least once every three years. Appraised values are reviewed annually and are subject to change
for purposes of equalization. The full scope of work performed can be viewed in the Young County Appraisal District’s
current Reappraisal Plan.
The appraised value of real estate is calculated using specific information about each property. Using computer-assisted
mass appraisal programs, and recognized appraisal methods and techniques, we compare that information with the data
for similar properties, and with recent market data.
The district follows the standards of the International Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO) regarding its appraisal
practices and procedures, and subscribes to the standards promulgated by the Appraisal Foundation known as the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) to the extent they are applicable. In cases where the appraisal
district contracts for professional valuation services, the contract that is entered into by each appraisal firm requires
adherence to similar professional standards.

CLIENTS AND USERS: All ad valorem taxing units with jurisdiction in Young County, Texas:
Young County, Graham ISD, City of Graham, Graham Hospital, Newcastle ISD, City of Newcastle, Olney ISD, City of
Olney, Olney Hospital, Bryson ISD, Woodson ISD, North Central Texas College

INTENDED USE OF THE APPRAISAL: The intended use of the appraisal is for ad valorem tax purposes by the
above-specified clients. This is a restricted use appraisal. The appraiser’s opinions and conclusions, set forth may not be
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understood properly without the additional information in the appraiser’s work file. There shall be no other uses for this
appraisal. It is assumed that the taxing units have an advanced knowledge of the Texas Property Tax System.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPERTIES INVOLVED IN THE APPRAISAL: The properties involved within
this appraisal are all taxable properties found on the 2020 Appraisal Roll, prepared by the Young Central Appraisal
District. This includes all taxable real, and personal property located within Young County, Texas.

PROPERTY INTERESTS APPRAISED: Unlike some states taxing authorities, the Texas Property Tax Code does not
specify a particular property interest to be appraised (ex. fee simple). The Texas Property Tax Code does however specify
in Section 23.01 that “each property shall be appraised based upon the individual characteristics that affect the property’s
market value.” Therefore, each individual property interest was taken into consideration in conducting the 2020 appraisal.

DEFINITION OF VALUE: The Texas Property Tax Code defines three types of value, Market Value, Appraised Value
and Assessed Value in Section 1.04.
MARKET VALUE: Market Value means the price at which property would transfer for cash or its equivalent
under prevailing market conditions if:
(a) Exposed for sale in the open market with a reasonable time for the seller to find a purchaser.
(b) Both the seller and purchaser know all the uses and purposes to which the property is adapted and for which it
is capable of being used and of the enforceable restriction on its use: and
(c) Both the seller and purchaser seek to maximize their gains and neither is in a position to take advantage of the
exigencies of the other.
APPRAISED VALUE: Appraised Value means the value determined as provided by Chapter 23 of this code (the
Property Tax Code).
ASSESSED VALUE: Assessed Value means, for the purpose of assessment of property for taxation, the amount
determined by multiplying the appraiser value by the applicable assessment ratio, but, for the purposes of
determining the debt limitation imposed by Article III, Section 52 of the Texas Constitution, shall mean the
market value of the property recorded by the chief appraiser.

ASSESSMENT RATIO: Section 26.02 of the Texas Property Tax Code specifies, “The assessment of property for
taxation, on the basis of a percentage of its appraised value is prohibited. All property shall be assessed on the basis of
100 percent of its appraised value.”

EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE APPRAISAL: Except as provided in Chapter 23 of the Texas Property Tax Code, the
effective date of valuation is January 1, 2020.

DATE OF THE REPORT: The date of the report is August 11, 2020.

EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTIONS: None

HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONS: None
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GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS:
This appraisal report has been made with the following general assumptions:
 No responsibility is assumed for the legal description provided or for matters pertaining to legal or title
considerations. Title to the property is assumed to be good and marketable unless otherwise stated.
 The property is appraised free and clears of any or all liens or encumbrances unless otherwise stated.
 Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.
 The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable, but no warranty is given for its accuracy.
 All engineering studies are assumed to be correct. The plot plans and illustrative material in this report are
included only to help the reader visualize the property.
 It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or structures that render it
more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for such conditions or for obtaining the engineering studies
that may be required to discover them.
 It is assumed that the property is in full compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local environmental
regulations and laws unless the lack of compliance is stated, described, and considered in the appraisal report.
 It is assumed that the property conforms to all applicable zoning and use regulation and restrictions unless a nonconformity has been identified, described and considered in the appraisal.
 It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents, and other legislative or administrative
authority from any local, state, or national government or private entity or organization have been or can be
obtained or renewed for any use on which the opinion of value contain in this report is based.
 It is assumed that the use of the land and improvements is confined within the boundaries or property lines of the
property described and that there is no encroachment or trespass unless noted in the report.
 Unless otherwise stated in this report, the appraiser did not observe the existence of hazardous materials, which
may or may not be present on the property. The appraiser has no knowledge of the existence of such materials on
or in the property. The appraiser however is not qualified to detect such substances. The presence of substances
such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation and other potentially hazardous materials may affect the
value of the property. The value estimated is predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in
the property that would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for such conditions or for any
expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The intended user is urged to retain an expert in
this filed, if desired.

GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS:
This appraisal report has been made with the following general limiting conditions:
 Any allocation of the total value estimated in this report between the land and the improvements applies only
under the stated program of utilization. The separate values allocated to the land and buildings must not be used
in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so used.
 Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of publication.
 The appraiser, by reason of this appraisal, is not required to give further consultation or testimony or to be in
attendance in court with reference to the property in question unless arrangements have been previously made.
 Neither all not any part of the contents of this report (especially and conclusions as to value, the identity of the
appraiser, or the Young County Appraisal District) shall be disseminated to the public through advertising, public
relations, news, sales or other media without the prior written consent and approval of the appraiser.
 No legal descriptions or surveys were furnished, so the appraiser used the records and maps of Young County
Appraisal District to ascertain the physical dimensions and acreage of the properties. Should a survey prove this
information to be inaccurate, it may be necessary for this appraisal to be adjusted.
 The forecasts, projections, or operating estimates contained herein are based on current market conditions,
anticipated short-term supply and demand factors, and a continued stable economy. These forecasts are,
therefore, subject to changes with future conditions.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS:
The district has multiple information system tools used in the appraisal process. The CAMA (Computer Mass Appraisal
System), PACS Appraisal, is the primary software used that is developed and maintained by Harris Govern. The previous
CAMA software, still in limited use for historical reference was developed and maintained by Pritchard & Abbott and the
PC Group.
Two Windows based servers are currently active for hosting the CAMA software and data, PACS Mobile, anti-virus
software, as well as office files, etc. and are accessed by Windows based desktop computers, misc. laptops and Ipads. The
district also accesses web-based software for GIS / Mapping needs, these are provided by BIS Consulting, and EagleView
- Pictometry. The district has a website at www.youngcad.org that is routinely updated, and maintained, with assistance
of Harris Govern, and contains misc. property tax information as well as property data. Nightly backups are maintained
off-site for all important data.
DATA COLLECTION/VALIDATION:
Data collection of property involves maintaining data characteristics of the property on PACS (Property Appraisal and
Collections System), which is a computer mass appraisal system. The information contained in PACS includes site
characteristics, such as land size and topography, and improvement data, such as square foot of living area, year built,
quality of construction, and condition.
Field appraisers use appropriate appraisal manuals and procedures that establish uniform practices for the correct listing of
taxable property. All properties are coded according to these manuals and the approaches to value are structured and
calibrated based on this coding system. The field appraisers use these manuals during their initial training and continually
as a guide in the field inspection of properties.

INDEPENDENT PERFORMANCE TEST:
According to Chapter 5 of the TPTC, “At least once every two years, the Comptroller shall conduct a study in each
appraisal district to determine the degree of uniformity of and the median level of appraisals by the appraisal district
within each major category of property. The comptroller shall publish a report of the findings of the study, including in
the report the median levels of appraisal for each major category of property, the coefficient of dispersion around the
median level of appraisal for each major category of property and any other standard statistical measures that the
comptroller considers appropriate.”
There are 5 independent school districts in Young CAD for which appraisal rolls are annually developed. The preliminary
results of this study are released in January in the year following the year of appraisement. The final results of this study
are certified to the Education Commissioner of the Texas Education Agency (TEA) in the following July of each year for
the year of appraisement. This outside (third party) ratio study provides additional assistance to the CAD in determining
areas of market activity or changing market conditions.
In addition to this there is an additional study performed at least every two years referred to as the “MAPS” review.
Section 5.102 refers to this review as “At least once every two years, the comptroller shall review the governance of each
appraisal district, taxpayer assistance provided, and the operating and appraisal standards, procedures, and methodology
used by each appraisal district, to determine compliance with generally accepted standards, procedures, and methodology.

THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROPERTY WAS IDENTIFIED:
For 2020, the Young County Appraisal District identified 32,254 taxable properties located in Young County. These
properties were identified through prior year appraisal records, the official deed records of Young County, contract for
deeds, the Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs manufactured housing records, property renditions, GIS
data and both field and office work.
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Data for all properties are identified in a specific manner, such as the owner’s name, address, situs address, legal
description, property description, property characteristics, photos, sketches, and a unique property identification number.
This information is maintained in the PACS appraisal software, property record cards and the appraisal roll.

INCLUSION OR EXCLUSION OF APPROACHES:
Regarding improved property, the Young Central Appraisal District typically utilizes a modified cost/market approach to
value improvements. This approach begins with local and nationally recognized cost guides. This cost information is
then modified with a sale generated local modifier. Land is typically valued utilizing the market data approach. Sales
information is analyzed by property use, restrictions, location, size and attributes, such as water, view, access, etc. The
existing land schedules are then modified to reflect current sales activity. Commercial, Industrial, and Business Personal
properties are appraised using the cost, income and market data comparison approach. Listed below are the YCAD
Residential and Business Personal Property Schedules, Property Classification Guide (State Codes), as well as the most
recent 2020 Preliminary Totals, for all property listed in Young County.
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Property Classification Guide - State Codes:

A: Real Property – Single Family Residential (Primary use residential, regardless of ac. size)
A1 – House
A2 – Manufactured Home (Real Property, Same land owner)
A3 – Townhomes, Condos, Duplexes, etc. (Owner occupied)
A4 – Misc. Improvements (non-living area, storages, sheds, etc.)
B: Real Property – Multi Family Residential (Non-HS Properties – Rentals etc.)
B1 – Apartments
B2 – Duplexes, Triplexes
C: Real Property – Vacant Lots & Tracts
C1 – Vacant Subdivision / Platted Lots & Tracts
C2 – Colonia Lots & Tracts
D: Real Property – Qualified Open Space Land
D1 – All acreage qualified for productivity (1-d, 1-d-1)
D2 – Improvements (non-residential) on qualified open space land
E: Real Property – Rural Land, Not Qualified For 1-D-1 Open Space Land
E – Rural Land
E1 – House
E2 – Mobile / Manufactured Home
E3 – House Only – (Not owned by same land owner, etc.)
E4 – Misc. Improvements (non-living area, storages, sheds, etc.)
F1: Real Property – Commercial
F2: Real Property – Industrial & Manufacturing
G1: Real Property – Oil & Gas
G3: Real Property – Other sub-surface interests in land
H1: Tangible Personal Property – Personal Vehicles, not used for business purposes
H2: Tangible Personal Property – Goods in transit
J: Real & Tangible Personal Property – Utilities
L1: Personal Property – Commercial
L2: Personal Property – Industrial & Manufacturing
M1: Manufactured / Mobile Homes – (Personal Property, Different land owner)
M2: Other Tangible Personal Property
N: Intangible Personal Property Only
O: Real Property – Residential Inventory
S: Special Inventory
X: Totally Exempt Properties
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THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE PROPERTY WAS INSPECTED:
Between 6/01/2019 and 6/30/2020 there were 6,479 properties inspected. The remainder of the district properties were
appraised in mass by statistical testing and ratio studies.

THE TYPE AND EXTENT OF DATA RESEARCHED:
The official records of the Young County Clerk were extensively researched for all property transfers. The Young Central
Appraisal District is charged with appraising all property at market value, while also maintaining a fair/uniform appraisal
method among like properties. The district gathered sales information from every available source.
It is the district policy to send sales verification letters to every grantor and grantee involved in every arm’s-length
transaction. An arm’s-length transaction is one between uninvolved parties that complies with the Property Tax Code
definition of market value.
The district is a member of the North Texas Real Estate Information System, (NTREIS) multiple listing service, (MLS).
This resource, and information is invaluable and typically constitutes the majority of open market sales that occur.
Occasionally, open market transactions occur, that do not get reported from private sellers, or sales handled by
independent real estate salespersons that are not members of the MLS, or list through the service.
All confirmed sales information is included in the appraisal district sales file. If the property has multiple sources of sales
information, they will be compared for accuracy. Even invalid sales information may be included, but will be coded as
such, and removed from the calculation for the internal sales ratio studies.
The district analyzed 340 confirmed sales that occurred between January 1, 2018 and May 1, 2019. These sales were
first analyzed by the type of sale as follows:

THE TYPE AND EXTENT OF ANALYSES APPLIED:
These sales were analyzed according to location, quality, size, conditions, age and then individual functional, economic
and physical factors, as well as property rights. This information was then reconciled with unsold properties and analyzed
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using internal ratio studies to compare to existing appraisal schedules depending on location, property type and quality
category.

CERTIFICATION
I CERTIFY THAT, TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF:
 The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
 The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting
conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
 I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and no personal interest
with respect to the parties involved.
 I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties involved with this
assignment.
 My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting predetermined results.
 My compensation for completing this assignment in not contingent upon the development or reporting of a
predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the clients, the amount of the value opinion, the
attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this
appraisal.
 My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the
Uniform Standards of professional Appraisal Practice.
 I have not made a personal inspection of all of the property that is the subject of this report.
 Jesse D. Blackmon, RPA, CCA – TDLR#71861, Chase Banks, RPA – TDLR#73389, Madison Wellman, RPA –
TDLR#74271, Lorelei Capeheart – TDLR#76179, Cody Ramey – TDLR#76278, and Pritchard & Abbott, INC.
provided significant real and personal property appraisal assistance to the person signing this certification.
 The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in
conformity with the requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice of the Appraisal Institute.
 The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review by its duly
authorized representatives.

Name:____________________________________

Date: August 11, 2020__________

Luke Robbins RPA, CCA, RTA, CTA - TDLR # 69382
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